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Abstract

It is known from field and modeling studies that snowfall events and the presence of

snow covering soil and vegetation affect the environmental distribution of chemicals.

Therefore, it is essential to understand how chemicals interact with snow and ice and

how they are transported to cold regions. The latter is especially important in the context

of today's chemicals politics aiming to reduce trans-boundary pollution and to protect

remote regions against chemical contamination. Persistent organic pollutants and other

semi-volatile organic compounds (SOCs) that were measured in snow and ice samples

include polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and

polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) as well as current-use pesticides such as

dacthal, chlorpyrifos and endosulfan and historic-use pesticides including DDT,

hexachlorobenzene (HCB) and a-hexachlorocyclohexane (a-HCH).

Multi-media fate and transport models are a useful tool to investigate mechanisms and

pathways of long-range transport (LRT) and environmental distribution of chemicals.

They can thus be applied to investigate the fate of chemicals in snow and ice and the LRT

of chemicals to cold environments. But so far, none of the existing global multi-media

box models includes snow or ice compartments. In this work, we present a description of

snow and ice implemented in the global multi-media model CliMoChem (Climate Zone

Model for Chemicals). Processes describing the removal of chemicals from air to snow

and surface ice include deposition of chemicals by wet and dry particle deposition, vapor

scavenging by snow and dry gaseous deposition. Deposited chemicals are removed from

snow and surface ice by re-volatilization, melt water runoff from surface ice or snow to

soil and water, transfer from surface ice to deep ice and degradation in snow or surface

ice. Investigated compounds include HCB, PCB28, PCB153, PCB180, PBDE47, PBDE209,

a-HCH and dacthal.

For snow, the relative importance of each deposition pathway depends on the chemical's

affinity for snowflakes and particles in air whereas the chemical's affinity for bulk snow

and melt water as well as the average air temperature are the main parameters

influencing the removal pathways from snow. Investigated chemicals are mainly
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deposited to ice by vapor scavenging by snow or by particle deposition; transfer to deep

ice is their main removal pathway from ice.

The presence of snow and ice alters the mass balance of the investigated chemicals in

air, water, soil and vegetation by (i) enhanced re-volatilization due to the small storage

capacity of the snow compartment, (ii) filtering of chemicals from the atmosphere by

vapor scavenging by snow, (iii) transport of chemicals from air to soil or water by

snowmelt and (iv) inhibition of the exchange between air and snow-covered

compartments. In low latitudes, snow acts as a transfer medium taking up chemicals

from air and releasing them to water or soil. The presence of snow in low latitudes

increases the mass of investigated chemicals in soil by a factor of 1.1 (PBDE209) to 1.5

(PCB28). In high latitudes, snow and ice shield the covered compartments from chemical

deposition. In the model version including snow and ice (scenario 2), the mass of

investigated chemicals in soil in high latitudes is between 27% (HCB) and 97% (a-HCH)

of the mass calculated with the model version without snow and ice (scenario 1). In

scenario 2, the mass in vegetation in high latitudes reaches 8% (a-HCH) to 15% (PCB28)

of its value calculated in scenario 1. The amount of chemical in Arctic water in scenario 2

achieves 8% (a-HCH) to 21% (dacthal) of the amount obtained in scenario 1. For all

investigated chemicals except a-HCH, the inclusion of snow and ice in model calculations

increases the amount of compound in air by a factor of 1.6 (HCB) to 10.8 (PBDE209)

when compared to scenario 1. The presence of snow and ice thus considerably changes

the environmental partitioning of chemicals.

In the sensitivity analysis, transfer velocity to deep ice, degree-day factor in snow and

organic carbon content in snow were identified as the most influential input parameters

for the model output. The sensitivity of the basic model output towards snow and ice

parameters is different for different chemicals and reflects their main deposition and

removal pathways to and from snow and surface ice, respectively.

m



Zusammenfassung

Aus Feld- und Modellstudien ist bekannt, dass die Verteilung von Chemikalien beeinflusst

wird durch Schneefall und die Präsenz einer Schnee- oder Eisdecke. Deshalb ist es

wichtig, zu verstehen, wie Schadstoffe mit Schnee und Eis interagieren und wie diese

Stoffe in kalte Klimazonen transportiert werden. Letzteres ist im Kontext der aktuellen

Chemikaliengesetzgebung besonders wichtig. Diese zielt darauf ab, den weiträumigen,

grenzüberschreitenden Transport von Chemikalien in der Luft zu reduzieren und so

entlegene Gebiete vor Kontamination durch Schadstoffe zu schützen. Persistente

organische Substanzen und andere semi-volatile organische Verbindungen, die in

Schnee- und Eisproben gemessen wurden sind u.a. polychlorierte Biphenyle (PCBs),

polyaromatische Kohlenwasserstoffe (PAHs), polybromierte Diphenylether (PBDEs) sowie

Pflanzenschutzmittel wie Dacthal, Chlorpyrifos, Endosulfan, DDT, Hexachlorobenzen

(HCB) und a-Hexachlorocyclohexan (a-HCH).

Modelle, welche den globalen Schadstofftransport in verschiedenen Klimazonen und

Umweltkompartimenten beschreiben, helfen, den weiträumigen Transport sowie die

Verteilung der Chemikalien zwischen den einzelnen Kompartimenten abzubilden. Diese

Modelle sind somit wichtige Instrumente, um das Verhalten von Schadstoffen in Schnee

und Eis zu untersuchen und die Transportmechanismen zu verstehen, die für das

Vorkommen von Schadstoffen in entlegenen schnee- und eisbedeckten Regionen

verantwortlich sind. Keines der gängigen globalen multi-kompartiment Modelle enthält

jedoch Schnee- oder Eiskompartimente. Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden

deshalb Schnee und Eis als neue Medien in ein bestehendes globales Umweltmodell

eingefügt. Beim Modell handelt es sich um das globale, dynamische multi-kompartiment

Modell CliMoChem. Der Einfluss von Schnee und Eis auf die globale Verteilung und den

weiträumigen Transport wurde anhand folgender Chemikalien untersucht: HCB, PCB28,

PCB153, PCB180, PBDE47, PBDE209, a-HCH und Dacthal.

Die Deposition von Chemikalien von Luft auf Schnee oder Eis wird durch die Prozesse

Diffusion, Auswaschung durch Schneeflocken sowie trockene und nasse Partikeldeposition

beschrieben. Deponierte Chemikalien re-volatilisieren, werden abgebaut, mit dem

Schmelzwasser wegtransportiert oder, im Fall von Eis, in tieferen Eisschichten
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eingelagert. In Schnee bestimmen die Affinitäten der Chemikalien für Schneeflocken und

Partikel in der Luft, welcher der oben genannten vier Depositionspfade überwiegt; die

Affinität der Substanzen für das Schneekompartiment und für Schmelzwasser bestimmen

neben der Lufttemperatur die Relevanz der einzelnen Verlustprozesse. Auswaschung mit

Schnee und Partikeldeposition sind die wichtigsten Pfade der Deposition der untersuchten

Chemikalien auf Eis. In CliMChem werden die auf Eis deponierten Chemikalien

vorwiegend in tieferen Eisschichten eingelagert.

Schnee und Eis beeinflussen kurz- und langfristige Trends von semi-volatilen organischen

Verbindungen in den unterschiedlichen Umweltkompartimenten des Modells. Die

Massenbilanzen der untersuchten Chemikalien in Luft, Wasser, Boden und Vegetation

ändern sich aufgrund (i) verstärkter Re-volatilisierung wegen der geringen

Speicherkapazität des Schnees, (ii) verstärkter Auswaschung der Chemikalien durch

Schneefall, (iii) des Schmelzwassertransports der Chemikalien in den Boden und ins

Wasser und (iv) blockierter Chemikaliendeposition von Luft auf schnee- oder eisbedeckte

Kompartimente. Schnee in niederen Breitengraden fungiert als Transfermedium, welches

Chemikalien aus der Luft aufnimmt und in den Boden oder ins Wasser abgibt. In niederen

Breitengraden erhöht die Schneeschmelze die Masse der untersuchten Chemikalien im

Boden um einen Faktor von 1.1 (PBDE209) bis 1.5 (PCB28) im Vergleich zu den

Resultaten, die mit der Modelversion ohne Schnee und Eis (Szenario 1) berechnet

wurden. In höheren Breitengraden schützen Schnee und Eis die darunter liegenden

Umweltmedien vor Chemikaliendeposition aus der Luft. In der Modelversion mit Schnee

und Eis (Szenario 2) erreicht die Masse der Chemikalien in Böden höherer Breitengrade

27% (HCB) bis 97% (a-HCH) der kalkulierten Masse in Szenario 1. In Szenario 2

repräsentiert die Masse in der Vegetation höherer Breitengrade 8% (a-HCH) bis 15%

(PCB28) der in Szenario 1 berechneten Substanzmenge. In der Arktis wird die Menge der

Chemikalien in Wasser in Szenario 2 auf 8% (a-HCH) bis 21% (dacthal) der in Szenario 1

berechneten Masse verringert. Ausser für a-HCH erhöht sich die Substanzmenge in Luft

für alle untersuchten Chemikalien in Szenario 2 um einen Faktor von 1.6 (HCB) bis 10.8

(PBDE209) im Vergleich zu Szenario 1. Schnee und Eis beeinflussen folglich wesentlich

die Verteilung der untersuchten Chemikalien in den einzelnen Umweltmedien.

Die folgenden drei Inputparameter wurden im Rahmen der Sensitivitätsanalyse als

besonders wichtige Parameter identifiziert: (i) die Geschwindigkeit, mit der auf

Oberflächeneis deponierte Chemikalien in das darunter liegende Tiefeis transportiert

werden, (ii) der so genannte Degree-day Faktor und (iii) der Gehalt an organischem

Material im Schnee. Die Sensitivität des Modells gegenüber Schnee- und Eisparametern

ist unterschiedlich für unterschiedliche Chemikalien je nach Relevanz ihrer einzelnen

Depositions- und Verlustprozesse in Schnee und Oberflächeneis.

IV
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

There is increasing evidence that persistent organic pollutants and other semi-

volatile organic compounds (SOCs) are accumulating in remote high-elevation

and high-latitude ecosystems throughout the world (Daly and Wania, 2005;

Halsall, 2004). The presence of pollutants in remote ecosystems is of concern

because they are toxic and therefore, cause potential adverse effects to sensitive

aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, and to humans. The sequence of processes

resulting in the transport of SOCs to remote and cold regions are (i) volatilization

from relatively warm source locations, (ii) atmospheric transport and (iii) wet or

dry deposition upon encountering decreased air temperatures. The tendency for

SOCs to preferentially partition to surfaces as temperatures decrease is defined

as cold condensation (Scheringer, 2000).

It is known from field and modeling studies that snowfall events and the

presence of snow covering soil and vegetation influence the environmental

distribution of chemicals in high altitudes and latitudes as well as in low latitudes

in winter season (Hansen et al., 2006; Herbert et al., 2006a; Herbert et al.,

2006b; Wania, 1997; Wania et al., 1998; Wania et al., 1999a; Wania, 1999b;

Wania and Daly, 2002). In polar regions, terrestrial and sea ice alter the

atmospheric chemistry and the polar boundary layer (Domine, 2002; Sumner,

1999).

SOCs have been measured in snow and ice samples. Detected chemicals include

polychlorinated biphenyls, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and polybrominated

diphenyl ethers as well as current-use pesticides such as dacthal, chlorpyrifos, y-

hexachlorocyclohexane and endosulfan and historic-use pesticides including for

example DDT, hexachlorobenzene, dieldrin, chlordane and

a-hexachlorocyclohexane (AMAP, 2004; Agrell et al., 2002; Biais et al., 2001;

Carrera et al., 2001; Carrera et al., 2002; Chernyak et al., 1996; Garbarino et

al., 2002; Gregor et al., 1989; Gregor et al., 1995; Herbert et al., 2004; Villa et

al., 2006a; Villa étal., 2006b).

- 2 -



Chapter 1: Introduction

Consequently, in the assessment of the environmental distribution of organic

contaminants, it is important to understand how chemicals interact with snow

and ice and how they are transported to cold regions. The latter is especially

important in the context of today's chemicals politics aiming to reduce

transboundary pollution and to protect remote regions against chemical

contamination (Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants;

Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution). Unfortunately, at

present, little is known about the occurrence, distribution, or sources of SOCs in

alpine, sub-arctic, and arctic ecosystems.

Multi-media fate and transport models are an important instrument to address

these issues because they help to understand mechanisms and pathways of long-

range transport (LRT) and environmental distribution of chemicals. They can thus

be applied to investigate the fate of chemicals in snow and ice and the LRT of

chemicals to cold environments. But so far, none of the existing global multi¬

media box models includes snow or ice compartments (MacLeod et al., 2005;

van de Meent, 1993; Scheringer et al., 2000; Wania and Mackay, 1995). In this

work, in order to fill this research gap, we present a description of snow and

polar ice implemented in the global multi-media model CHMoChem (Climate Zone

Model for Chemicals, (Scheringer et al., 2000) which is a model for the

prediction of the global fate of chemicals.

Earlier modeling studies focused on the fate of organic compounds in a single

snowpack. Based on previous work (Hoff et al., 1995; Wania, 1997; Wania et al.,

1998; Wania et al., 1999a; Wania et al., 1999b) Daly and Wania (2004) have

included a snow compartment in the regional model CoZMo-POP to assess the

effect of snow on the environmental fate of a number of SOCs. They found that

snow has a notable influence on the environmental fate of chemicals by

functioning as a temporary storage reservoir. In their study, the release of

accumulated contaminants during the melt period resulted in temporarily

elevated concentrations in air, water and soil. Hansen et al. (2006) developed an

arctic snow model to predict the exchange of vapour-phase POPs between the

atmosphere and the snowpack during a winter season. They found chemical

fluxes to be highly dynamic. In their study, deposition was rapidly set off by

evaporative loss, especially for very volatile investigated chemicals having a low

- 3 -
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snow-air partition coefficient. For chemicals having a higher snow-air partition

coefficient, a seasonal increase in air concentration was observed in late winter.

1.2 Objectives

The goal of this thesis is to assess the effects of snow and ice on the global

environmental fate and LRT of semi-volatile organic compounds. Specific

objectives are:

1) to implement snow and ice compartments in CHMoChem.

2) to investigate how chemicals are transferred to snow and ice.

3) to analyze the fate of chemicals in snow and ice.

4) to evaluate the impact of snow and ice on the fate of chemicals in other

environmental media.

5) to asses the effect of snow and ice on the LRT potential and persistence of

chemicals.

6) to identify the most sensitive input parameters related to the description of

snow and ice and to environmental processes linked to these compartments.

To this end, we analyze the effects of snow and polar ice on the mass budget and

on the LRT of eight chemicals with different affinity to snow and ice. The model is

used to assess how environmental processes in snow and ice affect the mass

balance of the investigated chemicals in soil, water, vegetation and air in

different latitudinal zones. Effects of ice on the long-term trends of chemicals in

polar zones are discussed as well as the importance of snow and ice for the

storage of chemicals. Results are compared to field and modeling data in order to

validate model outputs and process descriptions.

1.3 Structure of this thesis

The structure of this thesis is graphically displayed in Figure 1.1. Chapter 2

briefly characterizes the CHMoChem model. An overview is given on model

geometry and main properties of environmental compartments included in the

- 4 -
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model. A description of environmental processes modeled in CHMoChem and a

summary of model outputs are also provided in chapter 2. Details on the

implementation of snow and ice compartments in CHMoChem are given in

chapter 3. Modifications of the model geometry and the properties of the snow

and ice compartments are outlined in this chapter as well as the

parameterization of the environmental processes describing the fate of chemicals

in snow and ice. Chapter 4 specifies the substance properties of the investigated

chemicals including the polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) congeners 28, 153 and

180, the polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE) congeners 47 and 209,

a-hexachlorocyclohexane (a-HCH), hexachlorobenzene (HCB) and the herbicide

dacthal. Chapter 5 delineates the different model scenarios and introduces the

step-by-step procedure followed to analyse the results. Main results are

presented in chapter 6. The interaction of chemical with snow and ice as well as

the effects of snow and ice on the environmental fate of chemicals in air, water,

soil and vegetation are discussed. Chapter 6 also summarizes the impact of snow

and ice on the LRT and persistence of chemicals. The sensitivity of selected

model outputs towards selected model parameters is studied in chapter 7.

Chapter 8 draws conclusions from the results and gives an outlook on future

activities related to the modeling of snow and ice in global-multi media fate

models.

Before implementing snow and ice compartments in CHMoChem, several key

processes for the calculation of the indicators describing chemical's LRT and

persistence were modified. Modifications include the implementation of a new

data set for the hydroxyl radical concentration in air, the implementation of a

spatially and temporally resolved precipitation velocity and the implementation of

intermittent rain. Approach, results and conclusions related to these

modifications are summarized in annex 1.

- 5 -
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Original model version

(Model version 0)

Chapter 2

f

Basic model modifications

(Model version 1)

Annex 1

Implementation of snow

and ice compartments

(Model Version 2)

Chapter 3

Figure 1.1: Structure of this thesis.

Substance selection and

definition of substance

properties

Chapter4

Scenarios and step-by-

step approach followed

to analyze results

Chapters

Main results

Chapters

Sensitivity analysis

Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook

Chapters
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Chapter 2: The CliMoChem model

The Climate Zone Model for Chemicals, CliMoChem, is a global two-dimensional,

multi-media box model which consists of a flexible number of latitudinal zones1

(Figure 2.1). Each zone is individually described in terms of annual temperature

courses (Legates and Willmott, 1990), land to water surface fractions and

vegetation types (DeFries and Townsend, 1994). Environmental compartments

included are bare soil, vegetation-covered soil, oceanic surface water,

tropospheric air and vegetation2. Compartments within a zone are well mixed

based on the assumption that mixing within a latitudinal zone is much faster

than transport in north-south direction. CliMoChem divides each simulation year

in 4 seasons (season 1 lasts from January to March). During a season, model

parameters (e.g. temperature) remain constant at a zone-specific value.

South Pole

-** ï^j"

*f ^-n

J_ L—* f.

,***

North Pole

Figure 2.1: Structure of the CliMoChem model. In the original model version, each

zone consists of 5 compartments including bare soil, vegetation-covered soil, oceanic

surface water, tropospheric air and vegetation.

1
The number of zones, z, is a divisor of 180 and calculations with up to 180 zones are possible. A

number of 10, 20 or 30 zones are usually chosen for calculations.
2
The vegetation is described in CliMoChem as a canopy compartment and stems, roots, branches

and bark are neglected.

- 8 -
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2.1 Model geometry

Surface fraction. In CliMoChem, there are five different types of surface cover:

bare soil, water, grassland, deciduous forests and coniferous forests. Their zone-

specific surface fraction is averaged from a geo-referenced global land cover map

by DeFries and Townsend (1994). First, this 1° by 1° resolution database is

aggregated in longitudinal direction resulting in a table containing the fractions of

the five surface types for 180 latitudinal bands of 1° width. Second, depending

on the number of latitudinal zones, the entries of this table are further

aggregated for each of the zones so that an area-weighted distribution of surface

types is obtained for each zone.

Depth and height. The tropospheric air compartment has a height of 6000 m,

the oceanic surface water compartment is 200 m deep and a depth of 0.1 m is

assigned to the bare soil and the vegetation-covered soil compartment (Figure

2.2). The depths and heights of the compartments are assumed to be constant

for all zones.

Tropospheric air

;;ye§etäiiDK ;V ;X

Bare soil Oceanic surface water

Figure 2.2: Cross-section of a latitudinal zone containing bare soil, vegetation-covered

soil, oceanic surface water, tropospheric air and vegetation.

- 9 -
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Volumes. The volumes of the non-vegetation compartments [m3] are

determined by multiplying the zone-specific surface area3 [m2] with the

compartment's zone-specific fraction [-] and its depth or height [m]. The volume

of the vegetation compartment is calculated by adding the volumes of the three

vegetation types consisting of grassland, deciduous forests and coniferous

forests. Their volumes are determined by multiplying their canopy volume per

area [m3/m2] (Table 2.1) with their zone-specific surface fraction [-] and the

zone-specific surface area [m2]. The volume of the vegetation compartment does

not only vary within latitudinal zones but also within seasons. In CliMoChem, the

volume of grassland and deciduous forests are modeled to have their maximum

during the summer season, 10% of the maximum value in winter, and 55% in

spring and fall. At the beginning and end of fall, the foliage volume is decreased

and the corresponding fractions of leaf-sorbed substance are transferred to the

vegetation soil. The volume of the coniferous forests and the vegetation

compartment in the equatorial zone remains at the summer value in all seasons.

2.2 Compartment properties

Table 2.1 summarizes selected properties of the different compartments included

in the original CliMoChem version. A comprehensive description of the

compartment properties is given in Scheringer et al., 2000 and Wegmann et al.,

2004).

Each latitudinal zone is specified by a typical annual temperature course. The

temperature data are based on Legates and Willmott (1990) where a monthly

average of the air temperature is given for every 0.5° by 0.5° area of the earth's

surface. From these data, average air temperatures are derived for each of the

latitudinal zones of the model and each season of the year4. If the average air

temperature is above 270 K, water and air have the same temperature in the

model; if it drops below 270 K, the water temperature is kept constant at 270 K.

3
The zone-specific surface area is calculated by multiplying the longitudinal width of the zone with

its circumference.
4

The model presented here neglects the variation of the air temperature with altitude.

Furthermore, by using averaged values, extreme temperatures and their effects are leveled out.

- 10 -
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In CliMoChem, the soil and the vegetation compartments show the same

temperature as the air compartment.

Table 2.1: Compartment properties. It is assumed that the different compartments
contain certain fractions of other media such as aerosol particles, suspended particles,
soil pore water or soil pore air5.

Compartment Property [unit] Value Ref.

Air

Water

Bare soil

Vegetation-
covered soil

Vegetation

volume fraction of particles [-]
aerosol density [kg/m3]

volume fraction of particles in

polar zones [-]
boreal zones [-]

temperate and tropical zones [-]

volume fraction of water [-]
volume fraction of air [-]
volume fraction of organic carbon [-]

soil density [kg/L]

volume fraction of water [-]
volume fraction of air [-]

volume fraction of organic carbon6

in grassland [-]
in deciduous forests [-]
in coniferous forests [-]

soil density [kg/L]

lipid content of leaves

in grassland [-]
in deciduous forests [-]
in coniferous forests [-]

canopy volume per area

in grassland [m3/m2]
in deciduous forests [m3/m2]
in coniferous forests [m3/m2]

4.3-1011 Bidleman,
2.0-103 1988

5.0-10"8 Wania and

1.0-10"7 Mackay,
5.0-10"7 1995

3.0-101 Mackay and

2.0-101 Paterson,

2.0-102 1991

2.5-10° Seth et al.,
1999

3.0-101 Mackay and

2.0-101 Paterson,
1991

9.5-10"2 Meijer et al.,
2.7-102 2003

3.5-10"2

2.5-10° Seth et al.

1999

2.0-10"2 Wegmann
6.0-10"2 et al., 2004

1.0-10"2

2.8-10"4 Wegmann
1.7-103 et al., 2004

7.8-10"4

2.3 Environmental processes

Processes included in CliMoChem are (i) diffusive phase exchange processes

(gaseous deposition, re-volatilization), (ii) advective phase exchange processes

(dry and wet deposition of particle-bound chemicals, vapor scavenging by rain,

5
The sub-compartments are assumed to be in equilibrium with the main compartment.

5
The volume fraction of organic carbon in vegetation-covered soil is calculated based on data on

organic matter in different soil types in Meijer et al., 2003.
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leaf fall from vegetation to soil, runoff and leaching from soil to water and

deposition to deep sea), (iii) temperature-dependent first-order degradation in all

compartments and (iv) transport in oceanic surface water and tropospheric air

which are described as macroscopic eddy diffusion coefficients derived from

measurements of large-scale oceanic diffusion and tracer experiments in the

troposphere (Scheringer et al., 2000). Details on process description and

numerical values of the model parameters are given elsewhere (Scheringer et

al., 2000; Wegmann et al., 2004).

2.4 Model outputs

The basic outputs of CliMoChem are concentrations, mass fractions, and mass

fluxes in and between all compartments and latitudinal zones as functions of

time. They are calculated by solving a system of coupled linear differential

equations as described in Scheringer et al. (2000). For a number of z zones and

5 compartments, this system is formed of 5-z mass balance equations resulting

from the combination of the transfer, transport and loss processes. Initial mass

fluxes are calculated according to equation 2-1:

Fmitialljl(t) = kljl-cij(t)-VlJ 2-1

where FinitiaUji is the substance mass flux [kg/d] of process / in zone / and

compartment j at the time t. V, k and c are volume [m3], rate constant of

process / [d"1] and substance concentration [kg/m3], respectively of

compartment j in zone /'. The Seasonal mass fluxes, FseasonaUjir represent the

entire amount of chemical transferred within or lost from compartments during a

season (the term tend denotes the length of a season, here 90 days). Seasonal

mass fluxes have thus the unit of kg and are derived according to equation 2-2:

Seasonal_lß= j Kjl " ^(t) -Vydt 2" 2

Integrated mass fluxes provide a more comprehensive insight into model

dynamics than the initial mass fluxes. The latter might change considerably

during a simulation season as concentration may vary significantly within

- 12 -
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seasons (/cyv and i//, remain constant during a season). Integrated mass fluxes are

a useful measure to analyze results of the first simulation season and to validate

mass conservation.

A set of indicators for chemical risk assessment is derived from the basic model

outputs. One of these indicators is the exposure. In CliMoChem, the exposure is

calculated as the integral of the concentration function of a compartment j in a

zone / over the course of a season and has the units of kg-day-m"3:

*,('«/)= j cfi)dt 2-3

The exposure combines thus the level of concentration and the duration of the

contamination into a single value. For each zone, the exposure is calculated for

the different compartments j after each simulation season. These exposure

values are then summarised during the course of the simulation. At the end of

the simulation, the cumulated exposure values are normalised to obtain the

normalised exposure distribution for each compartment j.

From the exposure, two so called exposure-based risk indicators are derived,

persistence and spatial range. The overall persistence, P, is a measure of the

time the environment is exposed to a chemical and has the unit of days. For a

pulse release scenario and a total number of 5 compartments, P is defined

according to equation 2-4:

M0
yye -v
£\^£\^ cumij ij

2-4

The term t' [d] denotes a specific time; usually the end of the simulation. M0 is

the total mass in the model at the beginning of the simulation [kg], ecumij is the

exposure value of compartment j in zone / cumulated from the beginning of the

simulation to t', z is the total number of zones and V^ is the volume [m3] of

compartment j in zone /'. The calculation of the SR is displayed graphically in

Figure 2.3. The SR is defined as the 95% percentile for the two-sided normalised

exposure distribution; e.g. from the point of release north- {SRN) and southwards

{SRS). It is calculated for each compartment individually and expressed as the
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percentage of the circumference of the globe. In this study, only the SR

calculated for air is included in the analysis of the results.

SR, SR,.

a

a.
x
QJ

TZi

QJ

l£l

E

2.5% 95%

Zone 1

North Pole

2.5%

Emission zone

Zone 18

South Pole

Figure 2.3: Calculation of the spatial range, SR, as proposed by Scheringer (1996) Each

of the unshaded ends contains 2.5% of the mass of the distribution.

Other not exposure-based indicators that are calculated in this study to assess

the long range transport potential of chemicals are the Arctic contamination

potential, ACP (Wania, 2003) and the cold condensation quotient, CC (Scheringer

et al., 2000). The ACP is defined as the fraction of the total amount in the global

environment that is present in Arctic surface media7 (all the media except the

atmosphere). The ACP calculated after 1 year of simulation based on the results

of season 4 is referred to as ACPi. The CC is derived by dividing the

concentration of the chemical in compartment j in the polar zone8 by the minimal

concentration in the corresponding hemisphere. Thus, the quotient is computed

for both hemispheres independently and for each compartment separately.

Information on other indicators calculated in CliMoChem from basic model

outputs and details on results obtained in previous studies have been published

in Scheringer et al. (2000), Scheringer et al. (2004a), Scheringer et al. (2004b),

Wegmann et al. (2004) and Wegmann et al. (2006).

7
The Arctic is defined as the northernmost zone of the Globo-POP model presented by Wania and

Mackay (1995).
8

In CliMoChem, the polar zone is defined as the northernmost and southernmost zone,

respectively.
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Chapter 3: Implementation of the cryosphere in CliMoChem

The metamorphosis of fresh snow to ice has been summarized in the subsequent

formation of (i) fresh snow, (ii) old snow, (iii) firn, (iv) intermediate firn-glacier

ice and (v) ice (Martini et al., 2001). The cryosphere added to CliMoChem

includes a snow and a surface ice compartment9. The formation of firn and

intermediate firn-glacier ice is neglected in the model (Figure 3.1).

Fresh snow Old snow Firn
Intermediate

firn-glacier ice
Ice

Snow compartment
in CliMoChem

Surface ice

compartment
in CliMoChem

Figure 3.1: Snow metamorphosis and cryosphere compartments in CliMoChem.

The implementation of the cryosphere in CliMoChem comprises three steps. First,

the model geometry is modified in order to obtain seasonal and zone-specific

surface fractions, depths and volumes of the added compartments. Second, snow

and surface ice properties are defined in terms of specific surface area, density,

and content of water, air and organic matter and third, environmental processes

determining the fate of chemicals in snow and ice are described.

3.1 Modification of the model geometry to include the cryosphere

Surface fraction. Data on global ice and snow cover were obtained from

satellite measurements described in Chang et al. (1987) and published by the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Data documented by Chang et al.

(1987) include a 1° by 1° gridded map containing monthly snow and ice cover.

The Lawrence Livermore National Library published data on monthly sea ice

9
In CliMoChem, chemicals are exchanged between the surface ice and air while deep ice is not

connected to the atmosphere. Compounds transferred from surface ice to deep ice are stored

there; deep ice thus being a sink.
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cover available on the World Wide Web as a 1° by 1° resolution map. The global

land cover map by DeFries and Townsend (1994) is combined with the maps on

global snow and ice cover. Monthly data are then averaged to obtain seasonal

values. Finally, data are aggregated as described in section 2.1 for non-

cryosphere compartments to define the seasonal zone-specific surface fraction of

each surface type.

Depth. The seasonal and zone-specific depth of the snow compartment is

aggregated and averaged from geo-referenced data on global snow cover and

depth published by Chang et al. (1987). In accordance to the soil depth applied

in CliMoChem, a surface ice depth of 0.1 m is assumed.

Volume. The seasonal and zone-specific volume of the snow and the surface ice

compartment [m3] is determined by multiplying the zone-specific surface area

[m2] with the compartment's zone-specific fraction [-] and its depth [m] as

described in section 2.1 for the non-cryosphere compartments.

3.2 Properties of the cryosphere

Snow properties. The specific snow surface area, SSAsnow, is the surface area

that is available to chemicals in the gas-phase in a given mass of snow.

Generally, SSAsnow decreases while snow ages. Legagneux et al. (2002)

measured specific surface area of 176 snow samples taken from seasonal

snowpacks in different arctic and mountainous regions and classified them

according to age and grain form and size. Freshly fallen snow showed an average

SSAsnow of 77 m2/kg, snow that was a few days old had an average SSAsnow of

45 m2/kg, and for aged snow an average SSAsnow of 20 m2/kg was measured. In

CliMoChem, SSAsnow for new snow is 40 m2/kg and 20 m2/kg for old snow. This

is in good agreement with the values observed by Cabanes et al. (2003) in Arctic

snow. Generally, snow density, psnow, increases in an aging snowpack.

Legagneux et al. (2002) reported values of psnow ranging from 25 kg/m3 to 200

kg/m3 for freshly fallen snow, a few days old snow had densities between 25

kg/m3 and 350 kg/m3, and in old snow, the psnow ranged between 180 kg/m3 and

500 kg/m3. In CliMoChem, the value of psn0w is 200 kg/m3 for new snow and 400

kg/m3 for old snow. The snow compartment's seasonal and zonal values of
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SSASnow and psnow were calculated by multiplying values for new and old snow

with the fraction of old snow in total snow10 (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: Seasonal values of SSAsnow [m2/kg] and psn0w [kg/m3] for the southern and

northern hemisphere for each season.

Season 1 Season 2 Season 3 Season 4

•-'•-'"snow Psnow •-'•-'"snow Psnow •-'•-'"snow Psnow •-'•-'"snow Psnow

Northern

hemisphere 28 320 26 340 22 380 32 280

Southern

hemisphere 22 380 32 280 28 320 26 340

The snow compartment consists of solid ice, organic matter and interstitial air

and water (Figure 3.2). Values of 2-4 % were measured for the water content in

a snowpack, fw_snow, rising to 9-10% when melting occurred (Morris, 1981).

Measurements of frozen snow yielded a water content of 0.02 %. In CliMoChem,

fw_snow is assumed to be 0.1 at 273.15 K and above and decreases linearly to a

value of 1-10"4 at 248.15 K and below. This assumption is in good agreement

with the approaches taken by Bales et al. (1987) when modeling the gaseous

deposition of S02 to snow.

The volume fraction of air in snow, fA_snow, is calculated by subtracting fw_snow

from the porosity of snow, Hsnow, calculated according to Herbert et al. (2005b):

*

r_

H
ice r^snow "3-1

Isnow *

Pu»

f =n - f 3-2
J A

_

snow i snow J W
_

snow

where p*ice is the density of ice at 273.15 K (917 kg/m3 according to Herbert et

al. (2005b).

foc_snow is the volume fraction of organic carbon in the snowpack. Hageman et

al. (2006) found particulate matter concentration between 0.12 and 56 mg/L in

seasonal snowpack samples from several national parks in the western United

States. Grannas et al. (2004) measured the organic carbon composition of six

arctic snowpack samples. No seasonal variation was observed and the average

value was 0.47 mg OC/L. This is in good agreement with the total particulate

10
In CliMoChem, the fraction of old snow in total snow is 0.6, 0.7, 0.9 and 0.4, respectively, from

winter to fall season (in the northern hemisphere winter is in season 1 while in the southern

hemisphere winter is in season 3).
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concentration in snow of 1.4 mg/L measured by Davies et al. (1992) in Scottish

highlands supposing an average organic carbon content in particles of 25%.

Kawamura et al. (1986) studied biogenic and anthropogenic organic compounds

in rain and snow samples collected in Southern California. The snow samples

originating from a rural mountainous area showed an average organic carbon

content of 0.015mg/L In CliMoChem, the organic carbon content in snow is 1.2

mg/L (average of measured values from Davies et al., 1992; Grannas et al.,

2004; Hageman et al., 2006; Kawamura et al., 1986). This results in a f0c_snow

of 4-10"7 assuming a density of organic carbon of 1 kg/m3 and an average

density of 330 kg/m3 of the measured snow samples.

m •

m
_

• « • m

Figure 3.2: Snow and ice are porous media in CliMoChem containing air and water-

filled pores and particles.

The surface snow temperature follows the course of the air temperature while

the deep snow temperature shows less variation (Herbert et al., 2005b). In

CliMoChem, the temperature of the snow compartment is 5°C lower than air

temperature for air temperatures above zero and 1°C lower than air

temperatures for air temperatures below zero. The upper snow temperature limit

is 0°C (Figure 3.3).

Surface ice properties. In contrary to the snow compartment, the parameters

of the surface ice compartment do not change between seasons because the

formation of ice is the last step in snow metamorphosis. The specific surface area

of surface ice, SSAice, in CliMoChem is assumed to be 10 m2/kg.The surface ice

density, p/Ce, is 910 kg/m3 which is in good agreement with data on sea ice

density published by Timco and Frederking (1996).

The volume fraction of water in surface ice, fw_ice, has a value of 1-10"4 (in

accordance to the water content of snow at 248.15 K and below). The volume

fraction of air in surface ice, fA_\ce, is 7.6-10"3 and calculated by subtracting fw_iCe

from the ice porosity, r)icei given by

*

_

Pice Pice -3 -3

'lice *
J J

Pice

.air-filled pore

water-filled pore

particle
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/a ^lice JW
3-4

The volume fraction of organic carbon in surface ice, foc_ice, is the same as the

volume fraction of organic carbon in snow (4-10"7). The temperature of the

surface ice compartment is the same as the temperature of the snow

compartment (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Seasonal air temperature (dashed line) and seasonal snow or surface ice

temperature (solid line) for 10 latitudinal zones (zone 1 is at the North Pole and zone

10 at the South Pole). The seasonal air temperature is averaged from Legates and

Willmott (1990).

3.3 Environmental processes in the cryosphere

Processes describing the fate of compounds in snow and surface ice include

deposition of chemicals from the atmosphere to the cryosphere by wet and dry

deposition during snowfall (particulate and gaseous) as well as removal

processes from the cryosphere such as melt water runoff from surface ice or

snow to soil or water, transfer from surface ice to deep ice and degradation in

snow or surface ice. The volumes and properties of the snow and the surface ice

compartment change with season and the concentrations of the chemical in the

different environmental compartments are modified accordingly. If the volume

decreases, the amount of compound in the melted surface ice or snow volume is

transferred to the underlying compartments and the chemical's concentration in
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these compartments are adjusted accordingly. This process is referred to as end-

of-season transfer (Figure 3.4). The parameterization of these processes and the

numerical values of the parameters for different latitudinal zones and times of

the year are given in the following sections.

vapor Q
scavenging

by snow

4}
o ^ o

—.

particle

scavenging

by snow

dry particle

deposition

dry gaseous
deposition

re-volatilization

degradation

transferto deep ice

*c Ö
surface ice

deep ice

re-volatilization

degradation

o

transfer with melt water

end-of-season transfer

to soil or water

covered compartment (soil, water or vegetation)

Figure 3.4: Processes describing the fate of chemicals in snow and surface ice.

In CliMoChem, compartments are numbered. Compartments number 1, 4 and 5

are bare soil, vegetation-covered soil and vegetation, compartments number 2

and 3 are water and air and compartments number 6 and 7 are surface ice and

snow. In the following equations, q stands for the concentration [kg/m3] and V}

[m3] for the volume of the compartment j while A]r is the interface between

compartment j and j' [m2].

3.3.1 Dry gaseous deposition

Dry gaseous deposition to snow

dc3 (t)

dt

dc7 (t)

dt

-(!-<O-<W-c3(0

K

(l-(Parr)-Kldg-y-C^)

3-5

3-6
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q>air is the particle-bound fraction in air calculated as described in Scheringer et

al. (2000). k37dg is the chemical's diffusion rate constant from air to snow [d"1]

which is derived from the two-film model:

*37dg

f
1 1

^
-1

^ ßsA ^A_pore ~"~ /V -pore
' ^AW )

^ 3-7

V3

IJsa is the air over snow resistance (5 m/d, Mackay and Paterson, 1991), KAW is

the air-water partition coefficient, /ja p0re
and jjw_pore are the air and water

resistance of the snowpack's air and water filled pore space [m/d] given by

wpf-D
Aeff

ßA-pore
0.5 -h,

and

=

Wf-DWeff
, q

""-*"
0.5 -h,

h7 is the snow depth and wpfthe wind pumping factor11 which has a value of 100

(Daly and Wania, 2004). DAeff and DWeff describe the effective diffusivity in air

and in water [m2/d] in a porous media (Millington, 1959):

10/
D -if )/s

D
A Va^)

3_10
ff ( f + f )

\J A snow JW snow'

10/
D -if )A

pi
W \J W_snow

'

-5 -i -i

Weff
~

( f i f \2
\J A

_

snow J W
_

snow J

The diffusivities in air and water, DA and DWl are 4.3 m2/d and 4.3-10"5 m2/d,

respectively (Schwarzenbach et al., 2003). The volume fraction of air and water

in snow, fA_Snow and fw_Snow, are derived as described in section 3.2.

11
Surface pressure variations in either time or space can cause air flow through snow and snow

acts as an air filter removing particles and gaseous contaminants. This snow ventilation may

increase substance movement within the snowpack beyond the rate of molecular diffusion (Albert
and Shultz, 2002). Field observations provide evidence that wind pumping and filtration of

chemicals by snow is a significant mechanism for dry deposition (Cunningham and Waddington,

1993; Herbert et al., 2006a). The effect of wind pumping is included in CliMoChem by multiplying
the diffusion velocity on the interface snowpack-air in air-filled pores by a wind-pumping factor,

wpf.
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Dry gaseous deposition to surface ice

Dry gaseous deposition to surface ice is calculated the same way as dry gaseous

deposition to snow, except that there is no wind-pumping factor applied since ice

is a very compact medium having a volumetric air content of less than 1%

(section 3.2).

3.3.2 Wet gaseous deposition

Wet gaseous deposition to snow

^P = -(1-<O-Wcb(0 3-12

^= (l-<O-WfL-c3(0 3-13

where k37wg is the wet gaseous deposition rate constant [d"1] taking into account

the intermittent character of snowfall as described in section A1.3 for

intermittent rain:

*,,...„ = v,_ -

^- 3-14
37wg rain

X +V IV V

1^SFA ^ y
P

' y
A

y
3

The precipitation velocity, vrain, [m/d] is averaged from data on global

precipitation rates documented by Huffman et al. (2001) (section Al.2). KSFa is

the snowflake-air partition coefficient calculated by multiplying the cryosphere-

air partition coefficient, KCA [m] (section 3.3.5, equation 3-25) by the surface

area of the snowflake, SSASF (80 m2/kg, geometric mean of the values given in

Lei and Wania, 2004) and the density of ice (917 kg/m3 according to Herbert et

al., 2005b). Vp/VA defines the volume fraction of snow in the air compartment

during a snow event and is calculated according to equation A1.4 by replacing

Vdroprain with vdropsnow having a value12 of 6.05 104 m/d.

Wet gaseous deposition to surface ice

Wet gaseous deposition to surface ice is calculated equal to wet gaseous

deposition to snow.

12
VA for intermittent snow is assumed to be 10 times smaller than the one for intermittent rain.
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3.3.3 Wet particle deposition

Wet particle deposition to snow

^P = -^-Wcb(0 3-15

^1
= 0 .k

.Yi

dt
Çair 37wp K

^3
^•^37^—^3(0 3-16

7

The wet particle deposition rate constant [d"1], k37wp, is calculated by:

A

k =v
f ^L 3-17

37wp rai n
J
scavsnow

T T37wp rain *s scavsnow
jr

where fscavsnow is the particle scavenging ratio having a value of 105 (Lei and

Wania, 2004).

Wet particle deposition to surface ice

The calculation of wet particle deposition to surface ice is the same as described

above for the wet particle deposition to snow.

The same upper limit for the total wet deposition rate constant [d"1], kwtotai, as

described in section A1.3 for intermittent rain (equation Al-7) is applied to the

total wet deposition by snow to snow and surface ice, respectively.

3.3.4 Dry particle deposition

Dry particle deposition to snow

^P=-^-Wc3(0 3-18

—l^1
= (Parr-Kldr,-— " C3 (0 3"19

dt
mr 37dp

v7

where k37dp is the dry particle deposition rate constant [d"1]:

*
3i dp

= v3idp ~~rr~
3-20

*
3
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The dry particle deposition velocity from air to snowpack, v37dp, is set to 43.2

m/d (Daly and Wania, 2004). This value is in the range of the values reported by

Ibrahim et al. (1983). They investigated dry deposition to snow and obtained

deposition velocities for 0.7 |a,m particles of 33.7 m/d and 82.9 m/d.

Dry particle deposition to surface ice

The calculation of dry particle deposition to surface ice is the same as described

above for the dry particle deposition to snow.

3.3.5 Re-volatilization

Re-volatilization from snow

dJf-^-4-^ 3-21
at V3

-^r = -k1,rev-c1it) 3-22
at

The diffusion rate constant from snowpack to air, k73rev, is described as:

V
^Tirev = Kldg ' ^AS '~ 3" 2 3

KAS is the air-snow bulk partition coefficient calculated according to:

Tr
^~Jp air

"""
JP air

' ^PA ' Pp
_ _ .

KAS=
= = 3-24

U _ Jwmow
~

JAsnow
~ JoCmow) ' ^CA* ~^~

JW snow

' ^WA ~^~
JAmow

~^~ JOC mow

' ^OA

Pp is the density of atmospheric particles (2-103 kg/m3, Bidleman, 1988) and

fP air
is the particle fraction in air (4.3-10"11, Bidleman, 1988). The particle-air

partition coefficient, KPA, [m3/kg] is modelled as in Finizio et al. (1997).

Roth et al. (2004) proposed the following sorption model to describe snow

sorption of organic compounds at 266.35 K:

log^=0.639(±0.037)-logi:fc_+3.38(±0.17).^Ä+3.53(±0.25).^ax-6.85 3-25

Chemical properties needed are the logarithm of the hexadecane-air partition

coefficient at 298.15 K, \ogKhexair, the summation of the electron acceptor and
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electron donor characteristics of the chemical, ßx and oXl respectively. The

calculated partitioning coefficient between the cryosphere and air [m], KCA, can

be extrapolated to temperatures other than 266.35 K using an enthalpy of

sorption for the liquid water surface [kJ/mol], AHIA, estimated from an empirical

relationship given in Goss and Schwarzenbach (1999) (under the assumption

that the interface air-water is similar to that of snow-water).

AHIA =-5.07-ln^(288.15 K)-\08 3-26

Kla is the interfacial adsorption coefficient on the liquid water surface [m] given

in Roth et al. (2002):

\ogKIA=0.635-\ogKhmr+5.U-Jißx+3.60-yZax-SA7 3-27

Kca is multiplied by the specific snow surface area, SSAsnow, and the snow

density, psnow, to convert it into a dimensionless partition coefficient KCA*-

SSAsnow and psnow are defined in section 3.2.

Re-volatilization from surface ice

The calculation of re-volatilization from surface ice is the same as described

above for the re-volatilization from snow.

3.3.6 Melt water runoff

Melt water runoff from snow to the underlying surface

Equations 3-28 and 3-29 describe the melt water runoff process from snow to

the underlying compartment j (water, bare soil or vegetation-covered soil):

-^ = -*7,»^-c7(0 3-28

dc (t) V,
-^-L = k7jmeltw-^-c7(t) 3-29

at Vl

where k7Jmeitw\s the melt water runoff rate constant [d"1] calculated by

K7j meltw
~ Vlmelt

'

"^MWS
'

jy
O OV
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The bulk partition coefficient between snow and melt water, KMWS, is given by:

t(
j^wa

3-31

U _

JW snow

~

JA mow

~

J OC mow) ' ^CA* ~"~
JW mow

' ^WA ~"~
JAsnow

~"~
J OC mow

' ^OA

The run off velocity [m/d], v7meit, is given by:

vlmelt=DDFmow-r 3-32

DDFsnow is the degree-day factor [m/d/°C] and T* is the positive air

temperature [°C]. DDFs are derived either from direct measurements or from

energy balance computations. DDFs for snow vary between 0.0027 m/d/°C and

0.0116 m/d/°C (Hock, 2003). In CliMoChem, the DDFsnow is 0.005 m/d/°C.

Melt water runoff from surface ice to the underlying surface

The ice melt is calculated according to the melting process in snow. DDFs for ice

range from 0.0055 m/d/°C to 0.020 m/d/°C (Hock, 2003). In CliMoChem, the

DDF^e is 0.008 m/d/°C. In zones where the ice compartment never completely

melts, it is assumed in CliMoChem that half of the melted surface ice refreezes

when melt water percolates to deep ice (section 3.3.8, equation 3-38).

Therefore, k6Jmeitw calculated according to equation 3-33 is dived by a factor of

two:

i A
k =— v K 7-77

K6j meltw
~

n.

'

V6 melt
'

^MWl
'

jy
° 00

T^ ^WA 7-74
^MWI

U JW ice JA ice J OC ice)' ^CÄ*^ JW ice'^WA^ J A ice^JOC ice'^OA

v, ,t=DDF -T+ 3-35
6melt ice

3.3.7 Degradation

Degradation in snow

^P=-*7deg-c7(0 3-36

where k7deg is the degradation rate constant in snow [d"1].
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Photochemical degradation of organic compounds in snow and ice was reported

under field and laboratory conditions (Dubowski, 2000; Klan and Holoubek,

2002; Klan et al., 2003; Klanova et al., 2003). Klan et al. (2003) found values

between a few minutes and several days for the half-life of aromatic compounds

in ice. But for most persistent organic pollutants, the degradation rate constants

in snow and ice are unknown. Therefore, k7deg is approximated in CliMoChem by

the degradation rate constant in water (section 4.3).

Degradation in surface ice

The degradation in surface ice is calculated in the same way as the degradation

in snow.

3.3.8 Transfer to deep ice

d^1 = ~k6deep-c6(t) 3-37

where k6deep is the deposition rate constant [d"1] at which the chemical is

transferred from surface ice to deep ice. In CliMoChem, chemicals are transferred

to deep ice by two processes: ice accumulation (first term in equation 3-38) and

transport through melt water13 (second term in equation 3-38):

Kdeep =

~~7
l" 0-5 - Kj meltw

3"38

"6

kejmeitw is the melt water rate constant in ice and is calculated according to

equation 3-33. v6deep is the transfer velocity to deep ice [m/d] and h6 the surface

ice depth of 0.1 m (section 3.1). Hermanson et al. (2005) measured an

accumulation rate of 0.5 m/year in an ice core taken from the summit of the

Austfonna ice cap in Norway. In CliMoChem, v6deep has a value of 0.0014 m/d

(0.5 m/yeardivided by 365 d/year).

13
It is assumed that half of the melted water refreezes when it percolates to deep ice (equation 3-

33 in section 3.3.6).
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There is no transfer to deep snow in CliMoChem. It is assumed that diffusion

occurs in the whole snow compartment since the maximal snow depth is 0.32 m

(in a model version having a temporal resolution of 10 zones).

3.3.9 Adjustments accounting for volume changes of the cryosphere

In CliMoChem, the volume of snow and ice compartments change with season.

Consequently, concentrations of the chemical in the different environmental

compartments have to be modified at the end of each simulation season. If the

volume increases (snowfall > melt), the concentration of the chemical in snow or

ice is diminished to account for the dilution effect. If the volume decreases

(snowfall < melt), the amount of compound stored in the melted ice or snow

volume is transferred to the underlying compartments. The concentrations in

these compartments are changed accordingly. This process is referred to as end-

of-season transfer of chemicals with snowmelt.
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Investigated chemicals are chosen among semi-volatile organic compounds

detected in snow and ice samples collected in high latitudes and altitudes.

Calculations were performed for 8 semi-volatile organic compounds covering a

wide range of physical-chemical substance properties: the polychlorinated

biphenyl (PCB) congeners 28, 153 and 180, the polybrominated diphenyl ether

(PBDE) congeners 47 and 209, a-hexachlorocyclohexane (a-HCH),

hexachlorobenzene (HCB) and the herbicide dacthal.

4.1 Structure and general information

Polychlorinated byphenyls (PCBs). PCBs are a group of synthetic organic

chemicals with 1 to 10 chlorine atoms attached to a biphenyl. Their general

chemical formula is Ci2Hio-(n+m)CI(n+m) (Figure 4.1). Starting in 1929, PCBs were

commercially produced as complex mixtures containing multiple isomers at

different degrees of chlorination. The commercial mixtures are clear viscous

liquids. Because they do not burn easily and are good insulating materials, PCBs

were used as coolants and lubricants in transformers, capacitors and other

electrical equipment. The manufacture of PCBs mostly stopped in the late

seventies because there was evidence that PCBs accumulate in the environment

and may cause harmful effects. Although PCB production ceased, they are still

globally present in all environmental media with atmospheric transport being the

most important mechanism for global distribution of PCBs (Wania and Mackay,

1995). Breivik et al. (2002a and 2002b) presented a historical emission

inventory for PCBs and estimated that the historical global production reached

1.3 million tonnes. Today, PCBs are recognized POPs and are included in the list

of chemicals in the Stockholm Convention that have to be eliminated by 2025.
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(Cl)n

General structure of PCBs PCB28

,Cf CI

PCB153

Figure 4.1: General structure of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and structure of

PCB28, PCB153 and PCB180.

Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs). The PBDEs are structurally similar

to the PCBs with the same number of congeners. Since the 1960s, PBDEs have

been added as flame-retardants to thermoplastics that are used in electrical

appliances, building materials and textiles. In 1999, the global demand for PBDEs

was calculated to 70'000 tonnes (de Wit, 2002). A summary of emission sources

and environmental behavior of PBDEs is given in Gouin and Harner (2003),

Prevedouros et al. (2004a and 2004b) and Watanabe and Sakai (2003). Their

potential for long-range transport (Wania and Dugani, 2003) and

bioaccumulation (Streets et al., 2006) together with their increased levels in

human milk (Noren and Meironyte, 2000) and their toxicity (Darnerud, 2003) led

to a comprehensive risk assessment of penta-, octa- and deca-BDEs14 by the

European Union (EU). Consequently, the EU has banned the use of penta- and

octa-BDEs since 2004 and the use of deca-BDEs has been restricted under the

RoHS Directive15. Furthermore, PBDEs are currently being considered as

potential POPs under the Stockholm Convention.

14
Three major commercial mixtures of PBDEs are produced: deca-BDEs (mostly deca-BDE with

some nona- and octa-BDE congeners), octa-BDEs (mostly hepta- and octa-BDE congeners) and

penta-BDEs (mostly penta- and tetra-BDE congeners).
15

The Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS) 2002/95/EC was adopted in February
2003 by the EU and restricts the use of six hazardous materials in the manufacture of various

types of electronic equipment.
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Br

General structure of PBDEs PBDE47

Br Br

PBDE209

Figure 4.2: General structure of polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) and

structure of PBDE47 and PBDE209.

Pesticides. a-HCH is one of 8 isomers of hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH)16. a-HCH

is a brownish-white and sand-like powder. It is a major component of technical

HCH that is used as an insecticide17. In their study on the global long-term trend

of technical HCH usage, Li (1999) estimated the total usage since 1948 to be 9.7

million tonnes. a-HCH is toxic to humans and classified as a Group B2 human

carcinogen18 by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). Today,

most countries banned technical HCH. Nevertheless, HCH isomers are still

ubiquitous in the environment and a-HCH is the predominant HCH isomer in

ambient air and ocean water (Walker et al., 1999).

HCB is an organochlorine pesticide that has been used in seed and wood

treatment. Additionally, it has been applied in the production of fireworks,

ammunition and synthetic rubber. The global HCB production peaked in 1970.

Then, the total global production exceeded lOO'OOO tonnes (Barber et al., 2005).

At present, most countries have banned or restricted the use and production of

HCB. But HCB is still being generated unintended as a by-product in

15
The isomers vary in the axial and equatorial positions of the chlorine atoms.

17
Two formulations of HCH isomer mixtures are commercially available: technical HCH and lindane.

Technical HCH consists principally of five isomers: a-HCH (60-70%), /3-HCH (5-12%), k-HCH (10-12%),
5-HCH (6-10%) and £-HCH (3-4%) Since y-HCH is the only isomer having msecticidal properties, it is often

refined from the technical HCH and sold under the name lindane which still contains trace amounts of other HCH

isomers

18
The agent is possibly carcinogenic to humans.
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manufacturing processes or by incomplete combustion. Current emissions are

estimated to be 70-95% lower than emissions in 1970 (Barber et al., 2005). HCB

has the potential for bio-accumulation and long-range transport (Muir et al.,

2003; Shen et al., 2005). It was found in human milk (Sonawane, 1995) and is

classified as a Group 2B carcinogen by IARC. Additionally, HCB is a recognized

POP included in the list of chemicals that have to be eliminated by 2025 under

the Stockholm Convention.

Dacthal is a current-use pesticide which was first registered in the U.S. in 1958.

Its annual use in the 1990s in the U.S is estimated to be 500 tonnes (Chu et al.,

2007). Despite this moderate use level compared to some other pesticides,

dacthal has been reported in aquatic biota and all environmental media,

especially in surface water (Rawn and Muir, 1999; Tate and Heiny, 1996; Yao et

al., 2006). Dacthal has thus the potential for LRT (Muir et al., 2004) but does not

appear to bio-accumulate
.

It was not found to be carcinogenic to humans but

carcinogenic impurities such as HCB are present in dacthal (Klopman et al.,

1996).

ci.

CI

CI CI

Dacthal

Figure 4.3: Structure of a-HCH, HCB and dacthal.
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4.2 Partition coefficients

To characterize the environmental distribution behavior of the investigated

chemicals, CliMoChem requires equilibrium partition coefficients between octanol

and water and between air and water, Kow and KAW, as well as their related

energies of phase transfer, Al_w and Al/Aw (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Partition coefficients between air and water, KAW and octanol and water,

Kow, at 298 K, and related energies of phase transfer (AUAW and AU0w)- KAW, K0w,

AUaw and AUow were adjusted with the least-square method19 by Schenker et

al.(2005).

\ogKAW \ogKow AUAw AUow

[-] [-] [J/mol] [J/mol]

HCB -1.51a'b 5.61a'b 51'900a'b -24'000a'b

PCB 28 -1.93a'c 5.66a'c 51'800a'c -26'600a'c

PCB 153 -2.13a'c 6.86a'c 68'200a'c -26'600a'c

PCB 180 -2.51a'c 7.15a'c 69'000a'c -26'100a'c

a-HCH -3.59a'd 3.88a,d 56'900a'd - 5'200a'd

Dacthal -4.04a'e 4.24a'f 66'400a'9 -20'000a'9

PBDE47 -3.84a'h 6.53a'' 58'400a'J -37'600a'k

PBDE209 -3.58a'h 9.97aJ 63'200a,m -20'000a,m

a
Schenker et al. (2005)

b
Shen and Wania (2005)

c
Li et al. (2000)

d
Xiao etal. (2004)

e

Syracus Research, EPIWIN Estimation Software estimate cited in Muir et al. (2004)

adjusted according to Schenker et al. (2005) from vapour pressure in Depablo (1981), from

water solubility in Kidd (1991) and from KAW
9

derived from the energy of phase transfer between sub-cooled liquid and gas phase, AUA,
calculated according to Goss and Schwarzenbach (1999), from the internal energy of phase

exchange for the dissolution of the pure liquid into the water phase, AUW (assumed to be 20

kJ/mol), and from the internal energy of phase exchange for the dissolution of the pure liquid
into the octanol phase, AU0 (assumed to be 0 kJ/mol).

derived from Henry's law constant in Cetin and Odabasi (2005) as described in Scheringer

(2002) section Al.l

1

averaged from data in Watanabe and Tatsukawa (1989) and from Tomy et al. (2001) cited in

Wania and Dugani (2003)
J

Cetin and Odabasi (2005)

adjusted according to Schenker et al. (2005) from AUAW, from AUA in Tittlemier et al. (2002) and

from the energy of phase transfer between octanol and air, AU0A, in Harner and Shoeib (2002)
1

Watanabe and Tatsukawa (1989)

19
http://www.sust-chem.ethz.ch/research/product/least_squares_adjustment.xls.
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m

adjusted according to Schenker et al. (2005). from AUA, calculated according to Goss and

Schwarzenbach (1999), from AUW (assumed to be 20 kJ/mol) and from AU0 (assumed to be 0

kJ/mol)

The partition coefficient between octanol and water K0A is derived from K0w/KAW.

The partition coefficients between soil and water, KSow, between soil and air, KSA,

and between vegetation and air, KVA, are calculated in CliMoChem from K0w and

KAW as describe in Scheringer et al. (2002) and Wegmann et al. (2004).

Additionally, the partition coefficient between the cryosphere and air, KCa, is

needed and is calculated using the poly-parameter linear free energy relationship

(pp-LFER) described in Roth et al. (2004) (equation 3-25 in section 3.3.5). Table

4.2 summarizes the snow-related substance properties of the investigated

chemicals. The affinity for snow and ice increases from HCB to PBDE209.

In CliMoChem, the snowflake-air partition coefficient, KSfa, the partition

coefficient between bulk snow/ice and bulk air, KSa and KjA, and the partition

coefficient between bulk snow/ice and melt water, KSm\n and Kmw, are calculated

from ATow, KAW and KCa as described in section 3.3.

Table 4.2: Electron acceptor and electron donor characteristics, Ix and Iax,
hexadecane-air partition coefficient, \ogKhexair, partitioning coefficients between

cryosphere and air, KCA, at 266.35 K, and enthalpy of sorption for the liquid water

surface, AHIA.

Zßx Iax \OgKhexair log/fcA20 AHIA21

[-] [-] ["] [m] [J/mol]

HCB 0.00n 0.00n 6.55n -2.66 - 57700

PCB28 0.15° 0.00° 7.90° -1.29 - 76700

PCB153 0.11° 0.00° 9.59° -0.35 - 86'800

PCB180 0.09° 0.00° 10.42° 0.11 - 91700

a-HCH 0.71p 0.00p 7.32p 0.23 -105700

Dacthal 0.61n 0.00n 8.52n 0.65 -108'600

PBDE47 0.21n 0.00n 11.19" 1.01 -104'600

PBDE209 0.00n 0.00n 18.07" 4.69 -143'000

n
Pharma Algorithms, Absolv Databa se

0
Abraham and Al-Hussaini (2005)

p
Abraham et al. (2002)

20
Calculated according to equation 3-25 in section 3.3.5.

21
Calculated according to equation 3-26 in section 3.3.5.
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4.3 Degradation rate constants

Table 4.3 summarizes the degradation rate constants of the investigated

chemicals in bare soil, kldeg, in water, k2deg, in air, k*3deg and in vegetation-

covered soil, k4deg. In CliMoChem, degradation rate constants in water are used

as an estimate of the degradation rate constants in snow and ice. Degradation

rate constants in vegetation are assumed to be the same as in air.

Table 4.3: Degradation rate constants in water, k2deg, in soils, kldeg and k4deg, and in

air, k*3deg at 298 K.

I<2deg l<ldeg and k4deg k 3deg

[d1] [d1] crr^molecules^d-1

HCB 4.87-10E-4m 4.87-10E-4m 2.33-10E-9"

PCB28 1.66-10E-30 3.02-10E-30 8.99-10E-8p

PCB153 3.02-10E-50 3.02-10E-50 1.38-10E-8P

PCB180 1.66-10E-50 3.02-10E-40 8.64-10E-9p

a-HCH 7.60-10E-3q 1.90-10E-3q 1.2M0E-8"

Dacthal 1.93-10E-3r 3.85-10E-35 3.81-10E-8r

PBDE47 8.32-10E-4* 8.32-10E-4* 8.96-10E-8u

PBDE209 4.81-10E-4r 9.63-10E-45 2.91-10E-8r

m

geometric mean of the high and low values given in Howard et al. (1991)
n
Brubakerand Hites (1998)

0
Wania and Daly (2002)

p
Wania and Daly (2002) derived from equation 3 in Anderson and Hites (1996)

q
Breivik and Wania (2002)

r

Syracus Research, EPIWIN Estimation Software estimate based on Aronson et al. (2006)
s
estimated from degradation rates in water by applying an empirical factor of 2 as proposed by
Aronson et al. (2006)

'
Gouin and Harner (2003)

u
calculated from the first order degradation rate constant in air given in Gouin and Harner (2003)

assuming an average radical concentration in air of 7.25-105 molecules-cm"3

In CliMoChem, degradation rate constants in the different compartments, k]deg,

are temperature dependent. At a given temperature T, k]deg(T) is calculated from

a known degradation rate constant at temperature T0, kJdeg(T0), according to

equation 4-1:

22
In air, a second-order rate constant, k*3deg, is multiplied by the hydroxyl radical concentration in

air to obtain a pseudo first-order rate constant, k3deg (equation Al.l in section Al.l).
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k^_(T) = k]dJT0)-e

Ea J__±

;deg'
4-1

where EA is the Arrhenius activation energy (kJ/mol) and R is the universal gas

constant (8.3 10"3 kJ/mol/K). Here, uniform activation energies of 50 kJ/mol are

assumed for degradation in soils, water, snow and ice. In air and vegetation, the

activation energies are 10 kJ/mol, except for HCB (24.3 kJ/mol according to

Brubaker and Hites, 1998) and for a-HCH (11.2 kJ/mol according to Brubaker

and Hites, 1998).

Figure 4.4 summarizes graphically the substance properties of the investigated

chemicals. In the lower left corner are volatile chemicals such as HCB and PCB28

having a small affinity for snow and ice as well for organic material. HCB is an

extremely persistent chemical which is widely distributed in the environment

whereas PCB28 is relatively rapidly degraded in air. In the upper right corner are

chemicals with low water solubilities such as the PBDEs and the heavier PCBs

which have a high affinity for snow and ice as well as for organic matter.

PBDE209 is very resistant to environmental degradation and accumulates in

environmental media. Water-soluble and volatile chemicals having a high affinity

to snow and ice are in the lower right corner including dacthal and a-HCH.

QJ 18
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PBDE209
m

PCB180
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logKa[rn]
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Figure 4.4: The partition coefficient between cryosphere and air, KCa, versus the

partition coefficient between octanol and air, K0A. Chemicals underlined with dashed

lines have half-lives in air shorter than 100 days; chemicals underlined with

continuous line have half-lives in air longer than 1000 days; not underlined chemicals

have half-lives in air between 100 and 1000 days.
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Calculations were performed for two scenarios:

Scenario 1: Calculations with CHMoChem version 1 (the original model version

(version 0) modified as described in annex 1).

Scenario 2: Calculations with the modified version including snow and ice

(version 2).

In this study, environmental conditions are averaged over 18 latitudinal degrees

resulting in a spatial resolution of 10 latitudinal zones (zone 1 at the North Pole

covering 72°-90°N and zone 10 at the South Pole covering 72°-90°S). The

model is applied at a temporal resolution of 4 seasons with temperature

averaged over 3 month for each season (season 1 lasting from January to

March). For every chemical, an amount of 109 kg is emitted to air in zone 3 at

the beginning of season 1. Single pulse emissions in zone 3 are used here

because many compounds are actually released in the northern temperate zone.

Additionally, in season 1, there is significant snow cover in this zone23. The

model was run for 15 years (60 seasons).

The discussion of the results includes short-term and long-term observations24

and focuses on zones in the northern hemisphere (zone 1 to 4)25 because

transport to the southern hemisphere is slower than mixing within the northern

hemisphere. In zone 1, ice is the dominant part of the cryosphere covering

mainly oceanic surface water. In zone 2 to zone 4, snow provides 90% of the

cryosphere's volume and surface fraction and lays basically on vegetation and

vegetation-covered soil. Consequently, in step 2, the interpretation of the results

focuses on the effect of ice on the mass balance of chemicals in water and air in

zone 1 and on the effect of snow on the mass balance of chemicals in vegetation-

covered soil, vegetation and air in zone 2 to zone 4. In step 1, the analysis of the

interaction of chemicals with snow and ice is based on results obtained in

In a model version with a total number of 10 zones, 35% of zone 3 is snow-covered in season 1.
24

Effects observed within the first year of simulation are referred to as short-term effects. Long-
term effects include effects observed after one year of simulation.
25

There is no snow cover in zone 5, therefore this zone is excluded from the analysis.
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scenario 2. In step 2 and 3, results from scenario 1 and scenario 2 are compared

in order to understand the effects of snow and ice on the environmental fate of

chemicals.

Figure 5.1 shows the step-by-step approach followed to investigate the influence

of snow and ice on the environmental fate of chemicals. The approach comprises

three steps: (1) analysis of the interaction of the investigated chemicals with

snow and ice, (2) investigation of the influence of snow and ice on the mass

balance of chemicals in water, soil, vegetation and air and (3) evaluation of the

effects of snow and ice on the LRT and persistence of chemicals.

Step Main results Scenario Observation Chapter

Step 1 Interaction of the

chemicals with snow

Interaction of the

chemicals with ice

Scenario 2

Scenario 2

Short-term

Short-term

6 1

62

Step 2 Influence of snow on the

mass balance of

chemicals in soil,

vegetation and air

Influence of ice on the

mass balance of

chemicals in water and

air

Scenario 1

vs

Scenario 2

Scenario 1

vs

Scenario 2

Short-term 6 3 1 to 6 3 3

Short-term

Long-term

634

6 3 5

Step 3 Effects of snow and ice

on the long-range

transport and

persistence of chemicals

Figure 5.1: Interpretation of results

Scenario 1

vs

Scenario 2 Long-term 64

The interpretation of the results is based on the analysis of basic CliMoChem

outputs, masses and mass fluxes, and on indicators calculated therefrom

including the arctic contamination potential and the cold condensation quotient26

as well as the exposure-based risk indicators persistence and spatial range

defined in section 2.4.

26
The cold condensation quotient was calculated based on the results obtained in season 4.
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6.1 Interaction of chemicals with snow

Deposition to snow. In the northern hemisphere, between 14% (PCB28) and

55% (a-HCH) of the total amount initially released to air is deposited to snow in

season 1. Deposition pathways include dry and wet particle deposition, vapor

scavenging by snow and dry gaseous deposition (section 3.3). Environmental

parameters influencing deposition of chemicals to snow include temperature,

particle scavenging ratio, volume fraction of particles in air, deposition velocities,

and specific surface area of snow (Lei and Wania, 1990). The particle-bound

fraction in air, q>airr and the snowflake-air partition coefficient, KSFa, of the

investigated chemicals are important substance parameters determining the

relative importance of the different pathways.

In the emission zone 3 and in season 1, chemicals having a small affinity for

snowflakes such as HCB and PCB28 (cpair < 0.1 and \ogKSFA < 4.0) are deposited

by dry gaseous deposition. Chemicals having a medium to high affinity for

snowflakes including PCB153, PCB180, a-HCH, dacthal and PBDE47 (0.02 < cpair

< 0.8 and 4.7 < \ogKSFA < 6.1) are removed from air by vapor scavenging by

snow. Chemicals having very high cpair values like PBDE209 (cpair = 0.99 and

\oqKsfa = 9.9) are mainly deposited to snow by particle scavenging by snow.

Figure 6.1 summarizes the seasonal mass fluxes to snow in zone 3 and season 1

in relation to the chemical's q>air and KSFa-
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3.0-1C

2.0-1C

1.0-1C

fc^

HCB PCB28 PCB153 PCB180 ff-HCH Dacthal PBDE47 PBDE209

a

Particle-bound fraction in air

-Snowflake-air partition coefficient

I 1 Particle scavenging by snow

\Z3 Vapor scavenging by snow

K^ Dry particle deposition

\',y',\ Dry gaseous deposition

Figure 6.1: Seasonal (seas.) deposition mass fluxes to snow in the emission zone 3

and in season 1 in units of kg (per 90 days) in relation to the chemical's snowflake-air

partition coefficient, KSfa, and particle-bound fraction in air, cpair.

In zone 2 and season 1, temperature is lower than in zone 3 and the values of

(Pair and Ksfa increase. However, the relative importance of the deposition

processes is not affected by the changed values of substance parameters and the

dominant deposition pathways of chemicals are the same as in zone 3 (Figure

6.2).
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fJZI Vapor scavenging by snow

K^ Dry particle deposition

llvll Dry gaseous deposition

Figure 6.2: Seasonal (seas.) deposition mass fluxes to snow in zone 2 and season 1 in

units of kg (per 90 days) in relation to the chemical's snowflake-air partition

coefficient, KSfa, and particle-bound fraction in air, cpair.

In zone 4 and season 1, temperature is higher than in zone 3 and the values of

(Pair and Ksfa decrease changing the relative importance of the deposition

processes (Figure 6.3). HCB, PCB28, PCB153, PCB180 and a-HCH (<pa/r < 0.2 and

\oqKsfa < 5.0) are mainly removed from the atmosphere by dry gaseous

deposition in season 1. Dacthal {(pair = 0.03 and \ogKSFA = 4.3) and PBDE47 (<pa/r

= 0.77 and \ogKSFA = 5.4) are mainly removed from air by vapor scavenging by

snow whereas PBDE209 {(pair = 0.99 and \ogKSFA = 8.9) is removed from the

atmosphere by particle scavenging.
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Figure 6.3: Seasonal (seas.) deposition mass fluxes to snow in zone 4 and season 1 in

units of kg (per 90 days) in relation to the chemical's snowflake-air partition

coefficient, KSfa, and particle-bound fraction in air, cpair.

Overall, the relative importance of deposition pathways to snow in zone 2 to

zone 4 and season 1 does not change for (i) chemicals with very low affinity for

particles and snowflakes (HCB and PCB28, mainly deposited by dry gaseous

deposition); (ii) highly particle-bound chemicals (PBDE209, mainly removed from

air by particle scavenging by snow); and (iii) chemicals with a high affinity for

snowflakes (dacthal and PBDE47, mainly removed by vapor scavenging by

snow). In contrast, chemicals having a medium affinity for snowflakes and/or

particles in air (PCB153, PCB180 and a-HCH) are mainly removed from air by dry

gaseous deposition in zone 4 whereas in zones 2 and 3, vapor scavenging by

snow is their dominant deposition pathway because of the temperature

dependence of KSFa and q>air.

Figure 6.4 shows the dominant deposition pathway to snow of the investigated

chemicals in zones 2 to 4 for each combination of KSfa and cpair obtained in zones

2 to 4.
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Figure 6.4: Dominant deposition pathway to snow of the investigated chemicals in

zones 2 to 4. The size of the symbol increases from zone 4 to zone 2.

Removal from snow. In season 1, between 73% (PBDE209) and 99% (HCB) of

the total amount of compound transferred to snow in the northern hemisphere is

removed from snow by re-volatilization, degradation, melt water runoff or end-

of-season transfer (section 3.3).

In zone 3 and season 1, chemicals with a small snow-air bulk partition

coefficient, KSa, such as HCB and PCB28 (\ogKSA < 4.0) are mainly removed from

snow by re-volatilization. Chemicals with a high affinity for bulk snow including

PCB180, PBDE47 and PBDE209 (\ogKSA > 5.0) are stored in the snow

compartment and transferred to the underlying surface at the end of season 1.

a-HCH, dacthal and PCB153 have a medium affinity for snow which increases

from a-HCH to PCB153. Figure 6.5 indicates that if melt water velocity is low

(0.002 m/d in zone 3 and season 1) the magnitude of the snow-melt water bulk

partition coefficient, KSmw, determines whether these chemicals are removed

from bulk snow by re-volatilization (PCB153, \ogKSA = 4.7 and \ogKSMw = 1-6) or

by seasonal snowmelt (dacthal, \ogKSA = 4.6 and \ogKSMw = -0.5) or both (a-

HCH, \ogKSA = 4.0 and \ogKSMw = 0.4). Figure 6.5 summarizes the results

obtained for the removal of the investigated chemicals from snow in zone 3 and

season 1 depending on their KSA and KSMw-

oHCB

a PCB28

«PCB153

PCB180

• a-HCH

a Dacthal

+ PBDE47

PBDE209
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Figure 6.5: Seasonal (seas.) removal mass fluxes from snow in zone 3 and season 1

in units of kg (per 90 days) in relation to the chemical's snow-air bulk partition

coefficient, KSa, and snow-melt water bulk partition coefficient, KSMW.

In zone 2 and season 1, melt water runoff velocity is zero as the average air

temperature is below the freezing point. HCB, PCB28 and a-HCH (\ogKSA < 5.0)

are mainly lost from snow by re-volatilization. All other investigated chemicals

are stored in the snow pack and are transferred to the underlying surface at the

end of season 1 (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6: Seasonal (seas.) mass fluxes from snow in zone 2 and season 1 in units of

kg (per 90 days) in relation to the chemical's snow-air bulk partition coefficient, KSa,
and snow-melt water bulk partition coefficient, KSMW.

In zone 4, melt water runoff velocity increases with increasing temperature and

has a value of 0.01 m/d. Consequently, loss with melt water is the main removal

process for all investigated chemicals, except for HCB {\ogKSA = 2.1 and \ogKSMw

= -0.3), PCB28 (\ogKsA = 3.1 and \ogKSMw = -0.2) that re-volatilize and for

PBDE209 {\ogKsA = 7.8 and \ogKSMw = 3.9) which binds strongly to particles in

snow and is moved to the underlying surface at the end of season 1 (Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.7: Seasonal (seas.) mass fluxes from snow in zone 4 and season 1 in units of

kg (per 90 days) in relation to the chemical's snow-air bulk partition coefficient, KSa,
and snow-melt water bulk partition coefficient, KSMW.

In summary, KSA and KSMw as well as the average air temperature are the main

parameter influencing the removal pathways from snow by determining the melt

water runoff velocity. The investigated chemicals thus show a zonally dependent

pattern in the relative importance of the different removal pathways, except for

chemicals having a very low or a very high affinity for bulk snow; these

compounds re-volatilize (HCB and PCB28) or remain in the snow compartment

till the end of season 1 (PBDE209).

Figure 6.8 shows the dominant removal pathway from snow of the investigated

chemicals in zones 2 to 4 for each combination of KSa and KSmw obtained in zones

2 to 4.

Re-volatilization

Degradation

End-of-season transfer

Melt water runoff
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Figure 6.8: Dominant removal pathway from snow of the investigated chemicals in

zones 2 to 4. The size of the symbol increases from zone 4 to zone 2.

The results obtained with CHMoChem for the dominant deposition and removal

pathways of PCB28, PCB180, a-HCH, PBDE47 and PBDE209 to and from snow in

zones 2 and 3 are in agreement with the results presented by Daly and Wania

(2004).

Comparing the dominant loss processes for chemicals from snow in zone 2 to

zone 4 shows that re-volatilization is an important removal pathway. Herbert et

al. (2006a) investigated diffusion of chemicals in fresh and aged snow in a

snowfield in northern Norway. For fresh snow, division of their measured

diffusivities by the depth of the fresh snow yields mass transfer coefficients in

snow of 10 m/d for HCB and 1 m/d for a-HCH. These values are 12 and 52 times

higher than the corresponding coefficients calculated in CHMoChem for HCB and

a-HCH, respectively. This indicates that the pp-LFER approach tends to

overestimate sorption of chemicals to bulk snow as stated in Herbert et al.

(2006a).

Overall, only 1% (HCB) to 27% (PBDE209) of the total amount of chemicals

deposited to snow in the northern hemisphere is stored in the snow compartment

at the end of season 1. Accordingly, snow is an important transfer medium for

chemicals after deposition, especially in zones 3 and 4 where less than 10% of

the total mass in the zone are in the snow compartment at the end of season 1.

In zone 2, in contrast, snow is a main storage compartment for all investigated
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chemicals but HCB and PCB28; between 22% (PBDE209) and 30% (a-HCH) of

the total mass in zone 2 are stored in the snow compartment at the end of

season 1. For chemicals with high K0A, the storage capacity of snow is

determined by the organic matter content. Gustafsson et al. (2005) measured

dissolved and particulate concentrations of individual PCB congeners in melted

snow samples from the Barents Sea marginal ice zone. In these measurements,

up to 84.5%, 98.5% and 98.7% of PCB28, PCB153 and PCB180, respectively,

were particle associated. This corresponds to the values calculated in CliMoChem

for PCB28 (81.8%-83.2%), PCB153 (96.4%-97.6%) and PCB180 (97.9%-

98.2%) in zones 2 to 4 and season 1.

6.2 Interaction of chemicals with ice

Deposition to surface ice. In zone 1 and season 1, between 1% (HCB) and 5%

(a-HCH) of the total mass of compound emitted to air in zone 3 is deposited to

surface ice. In zone 1 and season 1, average air temperature is below zero and

values of cpair and KSFa are larger than in zones 2 to 4. For chemicals having a

very low affinity for snowflakes like HCB (\ogKSFA < 3.2) and chemicals having a

very high cpair value such as PBDE47 and PBDE209 (cpair > 0.95) particle

deposition to surface ice is the main deposition pathway. The PCBs have a

medium to high affinity for snowflakes (4.89 < \ogKSFA < 6.00) and a medium to

high cpair value (0.22 < cpair < 0.89). These chemicals are removed from the

atmosphere partly by vapor scavenging by snow and partly by particle

deposition. Chemicals having a very high affinity for snowflakes and a low to

medium cpair values such as a-HCH and dacthal (0.10 < cpair < 0.49 and 6.90 <

\oqKsfa < 7.39) are transferred to ice by vapor scavenging by snow. Figure 6.9

displays the deposition of chemicals to ice in zone 1 and season 1 depending on

the chemicals KSFa and cpair.
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Figure 6.9: Seasonal (seas.) deposition mass fluxes to ice in zone 1 and season 1 in

units of kg (per 90 days) in relation to the chemical's snowflake-air partition

coefficient, KSFA, and particle-bound fraction in air, cpajr.

Removal from surface ice. In season 1, for all investigated chemicals, transfer

from surface ice to deep ice is the dominant removal pathway in zone 1 (Figure

6.8). Between 46% (HCB) and 62% (dacthal) of the total amount of chemical

deposited to ice is transferred to deep ice, the rest is stored in surface ice.

Therefore, the ice compartment is an important storage medium in zone 1 for all

investigated chemicals. At the end of season 1, between 37% (PCB28) and 62%

(a-HCH) of the total amount of chemical in zone 1 are stored in ice in zone 1.
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Figure 6.10: Seasonal (seas.) removal mass fluxes from ice in zone 1 and season 1 in

units of kg (per 90 days) in relation to the chemical's ice-air bulk partition coefficient,

KIA, and ice-melt water bulk partition coefficient, KIMW.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show that dry gaseous deposition and re-volatilization to

and from surface ice in zone 1 are not important whereas gaseous exchange

contributes significantly to deposition to and removal from snow in zones 2 to 4.

This reflects the different properties of bulk snow and bulk ice and also the

temperature-dependence of the partition coefficients. In CHMoChem, a two-film

model describes the gaseous exchange between air and the cryosphere. The total

resistance is given by the air-side resistance and the snow or ice-side resistance

connected in series; the latter consists of the resistance in water and air-filled

pores in snow or ice connected in parallel. A previous study identified diffusion

through air-filled pores as the rate-limiting step for the gaseous exchange

between air and snow (Wania, 1997). In CHMoChem, the volume fraction of air in

snow is two orders of magnitude higher than in ice and a wind pumping factor

(section 3.3.1, equations 3-8 and 3-9) is applied to the diffusion in snow.

Therefore, diffusion through the snow boundary layer is four orders of magnitude

faster than through the ice boundary layer resulting in larger mass fluxes of dry

gaseous deposition and re-volatilization in snow when compared to ice.
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6.3 Effects of snow and ice on the fate of chemicals

The effects of snow and ice on the environmental fate of chemicals are caused by

(i) enhanced re-volatilization due to the small storage capacity of the snow

compartment, (ii) filtering of chemicals from the atmosphere by vapor

scavenging by snow, (iii) transport of chemicals from air to soil or water by

snowmelt or end-of-season transfer and (iv) inhibition of the exchange between

air and snow-covered compartments (Figure 6.11).

air

(ii) filtering of chemicals from air

by vapor scavenging by snow

(i) enhanced re-volatilization due

to small storage capacity of snow

(iv) inhibition of exchange
between air and snow-

covered compartments

(in) transport of chemicals from airto soil or

water by snow melt or end-of-season transfer

snow-covered compartment (soil, water or vegetation)

Figure 6.11: Effects of snow and ice on the fate of chemicals

The analysis of the short-term effects of snow and ice focuses on the first season

after the release event and on zones in the northern hemisphere because

transport to the south is slower than transport to the north. In northern

temperate regions (zone 2 to 4) snow is the dominant part of the cryosphere

accounting for more than 80% of its volume and surface area; it covers mainly

vegetation and vegetation-covered soil. In zone 1, the cryosphere mainly

consists of ice providing more than 90% of its surface area and volume; it covers

90% of the water surface. To understand the effects of snow on air, vegetation

and vegetation covered-soil in northern temperate regions and the impact of ice

on water in the Arctic, we compare the seasonal mass fluxes in scenarios 1 and

2. The absolute difference of the averaged mass fluxes is displayed graphically.

surface ice

'

^^_^^j

snowdeep ice
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Larger mass fluxes in scenario 2 lead to positive values for the difference of input

processes and to negative values for the difference of output processes.

6.3.1 Short-term effects of snow on the fate of chemicals in mid latitudes

In zone 3 and season 1, snow covers mainly vegetation and vegetation-covered

soil and accounts for 35% of the total surface area. Figure 6.12 shows that mass

fluxes of deposition from air to the underlying surface and of subsequent re-

volatilization change when snow and ice are present. For the investigated

chemicals, total vapor scavenging increases by a factor of 1.1 (PBDE209) to 12.0

(PCB153) in scenario 2 (negative contributions in Figure 6.12A). Except for the

strongly particle-bound PBDE209 and the volatile HCB, the relative increase in

vapor scavenging in scenario 2 (rain replaced by snow) reflects the ratio of KSFa

and Kwa and is highest for larger non-polar chemicals that hardly dissolve in

water (heavier PCBs and PBDE47). This is in agreement with the results obtained

by Lei and Wania (2004) investigating the scavenging efficiency of rain and

snow. However, the absolute difference in total vapor scavenging between

scenario 1 and 2 additionally depends on the chemicals' cpair value and half-life in

air; it is largest for a-HCH combining a low cpair value and a relatively long half-

life in air (Figure 6.12A). Consequently, filtering of chemicals from the

atmosphere by snow is the dominant effect on the mass balance of a-HCH in air

lowering its mass in air in scenario 2 to 71% of its mass in scenario 1 (Figure

6.13C). For all other investigated chemicals, mass in air increases by a factor of

1.4 (HCB) to 12 (PBDE47) in scenario 2 (Figure 6.13C). Inhibition of the

exchange between air and snow-covered compartments and enhanced re-

volatilization in scenario 2 are the reasons for this finding (positive contributions

in Figure 6.12A). Re-volatilization is enhanced because the KSA of the

investigated chemicals is two to four orders of magnitude smaller than their soil-

air and vegetation-air bulk partition coefficients.

In zone 3, snow covers 65% of vegetation and vegetation-covered soil in season

1, inhibiting transfer of chemicals between these compartments and air. Dry

gaseous deposition to vegetation is reduced for all investigated chemicals

(negative contributions in Figure 6.12B). Consequently, degradation in and re-

volatilization from vegetation also decrease (positive contributions in Figure

6.12B). In scenario 2, the amount of chemical in vegetation is lower than in
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scenario 1 for all investigated chemicals (Figure 6.13C) and is between 31%

(PBDE47) and 98% (HCB) of the amount in scenario 1.

In vegetation-covered soil, transport of chemicals from air to soil via snowmelt or

end-of-season transfer increases the mass of PCB180, a-HCH, dacthal and

PBDE47 in soil in zone 3 and season 1 (positive contributions in Figure 6.12C). In

scenario 2, their amount in vegetation-covered soil is between 1.08 (PCB180)

and 1.83 (a-HCH) times higher than in scenario 1 (Figure 6.12C). Inhibition of

the exchange between air and snow-covered compartments is the main effect on

the mass balance of HCB, PCB28, PCB153 and PBDE209 in vegetation-covered

soil; masses in scenario 2 are 48% (PCB28) to 90% (PCB153) of the amounts in

scenario 1 (Figure 6.13C, negative contributions in Figure 6.12C).
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Figure 6.12: Zone 3 and season 1: Difference of seasonal (seas.) input (In) and

output (Out) fluxes, F, between scenario 1 (SI) and scenario 2 (S2) for air (A),

vegetation (B) and vegetation-covered soil (C). Negative values represent larger mass

fluxes of output processes in scenario 2 (FS20ut>Fswut) or larger mass fluxes of input

processes in scenario 1 (FSiin>FS2in)- Positive values indicate larger mass fluxes of

input processes in scenario 2 (FS2In>FslIn) or larger mass fluxes of output processes in

scenario 1 (FSiout>FS20ut)-
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Figure 6.13 shows the absolute difference between scenario 1 and scenario 2 for

the mass of chemical in air, water, soil and vegetation at the end of season 1.
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Figure 6.13: Mass in various compartments at the end of season 1 in scenario 2

divided by the corresponding mass in scenario 1 for zones 1 (panel A), 2 (panel B), 3

(panel C) and 4 (panel D).

6.3.2 Short-term effects of snow on the fate of chemicals in high latitudes

55% of the surface area is snow-covered in zone 2 and season 1. Inhibited

deposition to snow-covered compartments, filtering of chemicals by vapor

scavenging by snow and enhanced re-volatilization determine the mass balance

of chemicals in air in zone 2 and scenario 2 (Figure 6.14A). The mass of

chemicals in air is between 1.6 times (HCB) and 9.2 times (PBDE209) larger than

in scenario 1, except for a-HCH, which shows concentrations in air in scenario 2

that are only 90% of those in scenario 1 (Figure 6.13B).
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In zone 2, 83% of vegetation and vegetation-covered soil are snow-covered in

season 1 and inhibition of the exchange between air and snow-covered

compartments is the dominant effect of snow on the mass balance of chemicals

(negative contribution in Figures 6.14B and 6.14C). For the investigated

chemicals, the amount in soil is between 27% (HCB) and 97% (a-HCH) of the

amount observed in scenario 1 (Figure 6.13B). Mass in vegetation in scenario 2

accounts for 8% (a-HCH) to 15% (PCB28) of the mass in vegetation in

calculations without snow and ice (Figure 6.13B).
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Figure 6.14: Zone 2 and season 1: Difference of seasonal (seas.) input (In) and

output (Out) fluxes, F, between scenario 1 (SI) and scenario 2 (S2) for air (A),

vegetation (B) and vegetation-covered soil (C). Negative values represent larger mass

fluxes of output processes in scenario 2 (FS20ut>Fswut) or larger mass fluxes of input

processes in scenario 1 (FSiin>FS2in)- Positive values indicate larger mass fluxes of

input processes in scenario 2 (FS2In>FslIn) or larger mass fluxes of output processes in

scenario 1 (FSiout>FS20ut)-
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6.3.3 Short-term effects of snow on the fate of chemicals in low latitudes

Less than 5% of zone 4 is snow covered in season 1 and changes in the mass

balance of air and vegetation in scenario 2 mainly reflect changed inflow from

zone 3 (Figure 6.15A). The presence of snow and ice increases the amount of

chemicals in air and vegetation in zone 4 by factors of 1.5 (PCB180) to 5.7

(PBDE47) in air and factors of 1.1 (PBDE47) to 2.4 (PCB28) in vegetation (Figure

6.13D); because of reduced inflow from the north, a-HCH reaches only 70% of

its mass in scenario 1 (Figure 6.13D). Transfer of investigated chemicals from

snow to vegetation-covered soil via melt water increases the mass of all

investigated chemicals in this compartment by factors of 1.1 (PBDE209) to 1.5

(PCB28) (Figure 6.13D and positive contribution in Figure 6.15C).
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Figure 6.15: Zone 4 and season 1: Difference of seasonal (seas.) input (In) and

output (Out) fluxes, F, between scenario 1 (SI) and scenario 2 (S2) for air (A),

vegetation (B) and vegetation-covered soil (C). Negative values represent larger mass

fluxes of output processes in scenario 2 (FS20ut>FSioiA) or larger mass fluxes of input

processes in scenario 1 (FSiin>FS2in)- Positive values indicate larger mass fluxes of

input processes in scenario 2 (FS2in>Fsiin) or larger mass fluxes of output processes in

scenario 1 (FSiout>FS20ut)-
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6.3.4 Short-term effects of ice on the fate of chemicals in Arctic regions

Main effects of the inclusion of snow and ice in model calculations in zone 1 and

season 1 include filtering of chemicals from the atmosphere by vapor scavenging

by snow and inhibition of the exchange between air and ice-covered

compartments, mainly oceanic surface water. The amount of chemicals in air at

the end of season 1 is larger than in scenario 1 for all investigated chemicals;

except a-HCH (Figure 6.13A). The relative increase of mass in air ranges from

1.8 (HCB) to 10.8 (PBDE209). The mass of a-HCH is reduced to 70% of its mass

in scenario 1.

Ice covers 90% of water in zone 1 and season 1 and blocks deposition to this

compartment (negative contributions in Figure 6.16B). Consequently, the

amount of chemical in water reaches only 7.7% (a-HCH) to 21.3% (dacthal) of

the mass in scenario 1 (Figure 6.13A).
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Figure 6.16: Zone 1 and season 1: Difference of seasonal (seas.) input (In) and

output (Out) fluxes, F, between scenario 1 (SI) and scenario 2 (S2) for air (A) and

water (B). Negative values represent larger mass fluxes of output processes in

scenario 2 (FS20ut>Fswut) or larger mass fluxes of input processes in scenario 1

(Fsim>Fs2in)- Positive values indicate larger mass fluxes of input processes in scenario

2 (FS2in>Fsiin) or larger mass fluxes of output processes in scenario 1 (FSiout>FS20ut)-
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Overall, the influence of snow and ice is most important for the mass balance of

chemicals in air in the northern hemisphere, especially for the PBDEs and

dacthal. The mass balance of chemicals in soil is affected by snowmelt in lower

latitudes whereas blocked atmospheric deposition changes the mass balance in

water, soil and vegetation in higher latitudes.

6.3.5 Long-term effects of ice on the fate of chemicals in arctic regions

Inclusion of the cryosphere changes the long-term trends of all chemicals in zone

1. In scenario 1, the total amount of compound in zone 1 is dominated by the

amount in water in the first year of simulation and its temporal development is

determined by loss processes in water (outflow to zone 2, export to the deep

ocean, degradation, re-volatilization). In the long term, PCB153, PCB180,

PBDE47 and PBDE209 accumulate in the vegetation-covered soil containing more

than 95% of their total mass after 60 seasons. HCB and PCB28, in contrast, are

evenly distributed between water and vegetation-covered soil several years after

the pulse release, and the water soluble compounds a-HCH and dacthal remain

mainly in water (Figure 6.17). In scenario 2 in contrast, the total amount of

chemicals in zone 1 is governed by the mass in surface ice or, in the case of

HCB, in air during the first few seasons when transport in air is dominant. Then,

inflow into zone 1 in water becomes more important and the total amount of

compound in zone 1 is increasingly influenced by the mass in water. Finally, it is

the amount of chemical deposited to deeper ice that determines the total mass of

chemicals in zone 1. This long-term effect of ice in zone 1 is similar for all

investigated chemicals and is illustrated in Figure 6.17 for the example of

dacthal.
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Figure 6.17: Temporal trends of dacthal in zone 1 in scenario 1 and 2.

For all investigated chemicals, deposition to deep ice results in an accumulation

of chemicals in arctic zones. Figure 6.18 shows the mass fraction of the amount

of compound stored in ice in zone 1 after 60 seasons. Long-term accumulation is

highest for relatively volatile chemicals having a long half-life in air such as HCB

and a-HCH. Other investigated chemicals are either relatively rapidly degraded in

air (PCB28, dacthal, PBDE47) or removed from the atmosphere by deposition

before they reach zone 1 (PCB153, PCB180, PBDE209).
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Figure 6.18: Fraction of amount released that is accumulated in ice in zone 1 after 60

seasons.
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6.4 Effects of snow and ice on the long range transport and

persistence of chemicals

The inclusion of snow and ice in model calculations does not significantly change

the calculated spatial range, SR, of the investigated chemicals. In scenario 2, the

overall persistence, P, of HCB, PCB28, a-HCH and PBDE209 decreases whereas

the persistence of PCB153, PC180, dacthal and PBDE47 increases (Figure 6.19).
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Figure 6.19: Overall persistence, P, and spatial range, SR, calculated for the

investigated chemicals in scenario 1 and 2.

Figure 6.20 shows the calculated non-exposure-based risk indicators; the Arctic

contamination potential, ACPlr and the cold condensation quotient for air, CCAin

and water, CCWater. CCAir and CCWater were derived from results obtained in season

4. In scenario 2, the ACPt decreases for all investigated chemicals except for

PBDE47 when compared to scenario 1. The reason for this is the effect described

in section 6.3.4 of ice inhibiting deposition of chemicals to ice-covered

compartments. Accordingly, in scenario 2, the amount of substance in the

compartments considered for the calculation of the ACPt decreases and

consequently the value of the ACP! decrease as well. The effect is less

pronounced for the heavier PCBs and the PBDEs. Blocked deposition to water due

to ice cover in zone 1 also explains the smaller CCwater in scenario 2 when

compared to scenario 1. This effect is significant for PCB28 reflecting its efficient

transport from the emission zone to the North Pole on the one hand and its

relatively long half-live in air on the other hand. For other investigated

chemicals, the effect is less pronounced. The CCA,r shows little variation in

scenario 1 and scenario 2.
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For season 1, the net inflow into zone 1 via air and water is displayed graphically

for scenario 1 and scenario 2 in Figure 6.18. Generally, net inflow via air

decreases in scenario 2 when compared to scenario 1. Except for a-HCH which is

filtered from the atmosphere by snowfall before reaching zone 1, this finding can

be explained with the increased amount of chemicals in air in zone 1 (Figure

6.IIA) and subsequent higher transport from zone 1 back to zone 2 resulting in

smaller net inflow into zone 1. The net inflow via water increases in scenario 2

for HCB, PCB28, PCB153, a-HCH and PBDE209 and decreases for dacthal and

PBDE47 when compared to scenario 1. For PCB180, there is no difference

between the two scenarios.
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(panel B) for scenario 1 and scenario 2.
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A mathematical model is defined by a series of equations, input factors,

parameters, and variables characterizing the processes being investigated. Input

is subject to many sources of uncertainty including errors of measurement,

absence of information and poor or incomplete understanding of the driving

forces and mechanisms. Multi-media models are thus subject to large

uncertainties that stem partly from the uncertainties of the model to adequately

represent the environment and processes therein and partly from uncertainty or

variability in the model input data. Typical uncertainties regarding multi-media

models concern introduced simplifications and approximations as for example the

fact that average values are used to represent large and varied regions.

Therefore, good modeling practice requires that the modeler provides an

evaluation of the confidence in the model, possibly assessing the uncertainties

associated with the modeling process and with the outcome of the model itself.

Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis offer valid tools for characterizing the

uncertainty associated with a model. According to Finkel (1990) uncertainty can

be classified into four types including decision rule uncertainty, model

uncertainty, parameter uncertainty and parameter variability. Decision rule

uncertainty is related to possible decision errors caused for example by ignoring

relevant facts or by ill-defining quantities on which decisions are based. Model

uncertainty results from limited scientific knowledge on processes determining

the environmental fate of chemicals and how they should be represented in a

model. Parameter uncertainty is caused by imprecise measurement or estimation

of model inputs whereas parameter variability stems from stochastic spatial and

temporal variations in the parameter values. The snow and ice related

parameters that are used in CHMoChem calculations are uncertain. Their best

possible description needs a lot of time and effort from scientists who

experimentally determine the input parameters as well as from the modelers who

collect the experimentally measured data in order to use them as model inputs.

Therefore, it is useful to know which input parameters impact the model the

most in order to focus future data collection efforts. Data for which the model is
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relatively sensitive would require future characterization, as opposed to data for

which the model is relatively insensitive. First insight into this question can be

obtained from a sensitivity analysis which can be used to determine factors that

mostly contribute to the output variability. The sensitivity of one model

parameter relative to other parameters can be demonstrated.

There are several possible procedures to perform a sensitivity analysis. In this

work, each input parameter, x, is modified individually (that is increased or

decreased by a certain amount Ax) while others are held constant and the

change in the output parameters, Ay, is monitored. A sensitivity analysis thus

does not account for the influence of simultaneous changes in more than one

input parameter. If a small change in a parameter results in relatively large

changes in the outcomes, the outcomes are said to be sensitive to that

parameter.

The sensitivity, S, is defined as

S(x,y) = f-^ 7-1
Ax y0

where x0 and y0 are the unchanged values of the input and output parameters

(results obtained in scenario 2). A sensitivity of 0.1 thus indicates that a 1%

change in one of the input parameters leads to a 0.1% change in one of the

output parameters. A disadvantage of the sensitivity is that it does not include

any information on the extent of uncertainty in different input parameters.

Input parameters included in the sensitivity analysis are model parameters

describing snow and ice properties and the interaction of investigated chemicals

with these media as well as substance properties such as the degradation rate

constant of chemicals in snow or ice and the cryosphere-air partition coefficient.

The selected input parameters are listed in Table 7.1. Sensitivity analyses were

performed for different ratios of x0/Ax. The results, especially the ranking of the

input parameters according to their sensitivities, did not change considerably.
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Table 7.1 Input parameters included in the sensitivity analysis.

Input parameter Definition

Kca cryosphere-air partition coefficient chapter 3.3.5

k7deg degradation rate constant in snow chapter 3.3.7

^6deg degradation rate constant in ice chapter 3.3.6

Psnow snow density chapter 3.2

Ace ice density chapter 3.2

PSF snow flake density chapter 3.3.2

•-'•-'"snow specific snow surface area chapter 3.2

OO/iice specific ice surface area chapter 3.2

SSAsf specific snow flake surface area chapter 3.3.2

l~OC_snow fraction of organic carbon in snow chapter 3.2

foC_ice fraction of organic carbon in ice chapter 3.2

l~W_snow fraction of water in snow chapter 3.2

fw_ice fraction of water in ice chapter 3.2

wpf wind pumping factor chapter 3.3.1

Msa air over snow resistance chapter 3.3.1

filA air over ice resistance chapter 3.3.1

'scavsnow snow scavenging ratio chapter 3.3.3

V37dp dry particle deposition to snow chapter 3.3.4

v36dp dry particle deposition to ice chapter 3.3.4

DUr
snow degree day factor for snow chapter 3.3.6

DDFlce degree day factor for ice chapter 3.3.6

v6deep transfer velocity to deep ice chapter 3.3.8

The sensitivity analysis focuses on model outcomes discussed in chapter 6. First,

the sensitivity of the mass balance of chemicals in snow and ice is investigated

by analysing observed changes in the mass of investigated chemical to changes

of the selected input parameters. Second, the sensitivity of the chemicals' mass

balance in non-cryosphere compartments is discussed. The focus is on changes

in the mass of investigated chemicals at the end of season 1 in air, water,

vegetation and soil. Third, the sensitivity of the risk indicators analysed in

chapter 6 is calculated.
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Table 7.2 Output parameters included in the sensitivity analysis.

Output parameter

Ice zone 1

Snow zone 2

Snow zone 3

Snow zone 4

Air zone 1

Air zone 2

Air zone 3

Air zone 4

Water zone 1

Veg. soil zone 2

Veg. soil zone 3

Veg. soil zone 4

Vegetation zone 2

Vegetation zone 3

Vegetation zone 4

P

ACPi

CCwater

CCAir

SR

Mass in surface ice in zone 1 at the end of season 1

Mass in snow in zone 2 at the end of season 1

Mass in snow in zone 3 at the end of season 1

Mass in snow in zone 4 at the end of season 1

Mass in air in zone 1 at the end of season 1

Mass in air in zone 2 at the end of season 1

Mass in air in zone 3 at the end of season 1

Mass in air in zone 4 at the end of season 1

Mass in water in zone 1 at the end of season 1

Mass in vegetation-covered soil in zone 2 at the end of season 1

Mass in vegetation-covered soil in zone 3 at the end of season 1

Mass in vegetation-covered soil in zone 4 at the end of season 1

Mass in vegetation in zone 2 at the end of season 1

Mass in vegetation in zone 3 at the end of season 1

Mass in vegetation in zone 4 at the end of season 1

Overall persistence

Arctic contamination potential

Cold condensation quotient in water

Cold condensation quotient in air

Spatial Range in air

7.1 Sensitivity analysis of the mass balance in snow and ice

In chapter 6, the interaction of chemicals with snow and ice was investigated. In

the following, the sensitivity of the amount of chemical found in snow or ice

(Table 7.2) towards selected input parameters (Table 7.1) is described for each

parameter separately. Then, sensitivity trends are analyzed for each of the

investigated chemicals and differences or similarities in these trends between

different chemicals are discussed.

The substance parameter KCA influences vapor scavenging by snow (equation 3-

14 in section 3.3.2), re-volatilization (equations 3-23 and 3-24 in section 3.3.5)

and melt water runoff (equations 3-30 and 3-31 in section 3.3.6). Generally,

vapor scavenging by snow decreases with decreasing KCa whereas re-

volatilization and melt water runoff increase. In combination, the mass of
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compound in snow or ice decreases with decreasing KCa- In zone 1, this is not the

case for the mass of a-HCH and dacthal in surface ice (S = -0.53, Figure 7.5;

S = -0.30, Figure 7.6). In zone 1, the amounts of PCB28 and PCB153 in surface

ice are sensitive towards KCA (S = 0.52, Figure 7.2; S = 0.15, Figure 7.3). For all

investigated chemicals, the amount of compound in snow in zones 2 to 4 is

sensitive towards KCa except for HCB and PBDE209. In zone 3, the mass of a-

HCH and dacthal in snow is strongly sensitive towards KCa (S = 1.33, Figure 7.5

and S = 2.0, Figure 7.6).

SSAsf and pSF are important parameters for the description of vapor scavenging

by snow (section 3.3.2). Generally, the amount of chemical in snow and surface

ice decrease with decreasing SSASf and psF. All investigated chemicals are

sensitive towards these two parameters except the volatile HCB and the particle-

bound PBDE209. Sensitivities calculated for the mass of investigated chemicals in

snow in zone 3 reflect the fact that in this zone, vapor scavenging by snow is the

dominant deposition pathway for PCB153, PCB180, a-HCH, dacthal and PBDE47

(0.1 < S < 0.6, Figures 7.3 to 7.7). In surface ice in zone 1, the amounts of

a-HCH and dacthal increase with decreasing SSASf or pSF- This reflects the

increased transport from zone 2 to zone 1 with decreasing SSASf or pSF as

discussed below in the paragraphs on sensitivity trends of a-HCH and dacthal.

Melt water runoff (equations 3-30 and 3-31 in section 3.3.6) and gaseous

exchange between snow or surface ice and air (sections 3.2 and 3.3.5) are

influenced by psn0w Generally, for the investigated chemicals, dry gaseous

deposition to snow increases with decreasing psnow because the volume fraction of

air in snow increases. KAS increases with decreasing />snow. In consequence, re-

volatilization increases with decreasing psnow because of the enhanced dry

gaseous deposition rate constant and the increased KAS- In general, melt water

runoff increases with decreasing psnow because KSMw decreases with decreasing

yOsnow The combination of the increase in dry gaseous deposition, re-volatilization

and melt water runoff defines whether the amount of chemical in snow increases

or decreases with decreasing />snow. The sensitivity towards psn0m varies between

zones and different chemicals. In snow in zone 2, the mass of the relatively

volatile PCB28, a-HCH dacthal and HCB are sensitive towards psnow', the

sensitivity decreases from PCB28 (S = 0.92, Figure 7.2) to HCB (S = 0.12,

Figure 7.1). In zone 3, the mass of a-HCH and dacthal is strongly sensitive
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towards psnow (S = 1.93, Figure 7.5; S = 3.16, Figure 7.6); the other investigated

chemicals show smaller (PCB28 S = 0.49, Figure 7.2; PCB153 S = 0.18, Figure

7.3) or no sensitivity towards />snow In zone 4, psnow is an influential parameter for

the mass of PCB28 (S = 0.27, Figure 7.2), a-HCH (S = 0.25, Figure 7.5), dacthal

(S = 0.39, Figure 7.6) and PBDE47 (S = -0.21, Figure 7.7) in snow.

SSAsnow is an important parameter describing re-volatilization (section 3.3.5) and

melt water runoff from snow (section 3.3.6). Generally, KAS and KMWS increase

with decreasing SSAsnow and so do re-volatilization and melt water runoff.

Consequently, the mass of chemical in snow and surface ice decreases with

decreasing SSAsnow. Among the investigated chemicals, SSAsnow is an influential

parameter for the relatively volatile PCB28, a-HCH and dacthal, especially in

snow in zone 3 (S = 0.38, Figure 7.2; S = 1.03, Figure 7.5; S = 1.74, Figure

7.6).

Re-volatilization and melt water runoff are influenced by f0c_snow (equations 3-23

and 3-24 in section 3.3.5 and equations 3-30 and 3-31 in section 3.3.6). In

general, KAS and KMWS increase with decreasing f0c_snow as well as re-volatilization

and melt water runoff. In consequence, the amount of compound in snow and

surface ice decreases with decreasing foc_snow In snow in zone 2, foc_snow is a

crucial parameter for PCB28 (S = 0.99, Figure 7.2) whereas the mass in snow in

zone 2 of the other investigated chemicals is not sensitive towards this

parameter (S < 0.1). In snow in zone 3, f0c_snow is an influential parameter for

the PCBs and dachtal (0.2 < S < 0.9, Figures 7.2 to 7.4 and Figure 7.6). In snow

in zone 4, except a-HCH and PBDE209, the mass of the investigated chemicals is

sensitive towards f0c_snow (0.2 < S < 1.0, Figures 7.1 to 7.4, Figure 7.6 and

Figure 7.7) reflecting the relative importance of re-volatilization and melt water

runoff in this zone.

fw_snow influences dry gaseous deposition to snow (equations 3-10 and 3-11 in

section 3.3.1), re-volatilization (equations 3-23 and 3-24 in section 3.3.5) and

melt water runoff from snow (equations 3-30 and 3-31 in section 3.3.6). For the

investigated chemicals, the dry gaseous deposition rate constant increases when

fw_snow decreases. KAS and KMWS increase as well with decreasing fw_snow and

consequently, the rate constants describing melt water runoff and re-

volatilization increase, too. Whether or not the mass of chemical in snow

increases or decreases with decreasing fw_snow depends on the combination of the
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changed gaseous exchanges processes and melt water runoff. In zones 3 and 4,

fw_snow is an important parameter especially for the relatively volatile and water

soluble a-HCH and dacthal (0.5 < S < 1.0, Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6). For these

chemicals, the mass in snow decreases with decreasing fw_snow because the

increase in re-volatilization and melt water runoff countervails the increase in dry

gaseous deposition. This is not the case for PBDE47 in zone 4 therefore its mass

in snow increases with decreasing fw_Snow

Input parameters listed in 7.1 describing particle deposition to snow or ice

include v36dp, v37dp and fscavsnow (equation 3-17 in section 3.3.3 and equation 3-20

in section 3.3.4). Figure 6.7 in section 6.2 shows that particle deposition to

surface ice in zone 1 is important for all investigated chemicals except for a-HCH

and dacthal. Generally, the mass of chemical in surface ice decreases with

decreasing v36dp. In zone 1 and season 1, HCB shows the strongest sensitivity

towards v36dp (S = 0.41, Figure 7.1) followed by the PBDEs (0.2 < S < 0.4,

Figures 7.7 and 7.8) and the PCBs (0.1 < S < 0.2, Figures 7.2 to 7.4). The

amounts of a-HCH and dacthal in surfcae ice are not sensitive towards v36dp (S <

0.1). Particle deposition is the main pathway of PBDE209 to snow in zones 2 to 4

(Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.3 in section 6.1). In these zones, the mass of PBDE209 in

snow increases with increasing v37dp (0.1 < S < 0.2, Figure 7.8). For investigated

chemicals other than PBDE209, the amount of chemical in snow is not sensitive

towards v37dp (S < 0.1). The sensitivity of the amount of chemical in snow or ice

towards fSCavsnow is different for different compounds and different zones.

Generally, the mass of chemical in the cryosphere decreases with decreasing

fscavsnow In zone 1, the mass of HCB in surface ice is most sensitive towards

fscavsnow (S = 0.51, Figure 7.1) followed by PCB28 and the PBDEs (S = 0.2,

Figures 7.2, 7.7 and 7.8); the mass of other investigated chemicals in surface ice

is not sensitive towards fscavsnow (S < 0.1). In zone 2, the amount of chemical in

snow is sensitive towards fscavsnow for all investigated chemicals except for a-HCH

and dacthal. The sensitivity increases from HCB (S = 0.12, Figure 7.1) to

PBDE209 (S = 0.55, Figure 7.8). In zone 3, for the heavier PCBs and the PBDEs,

the mass in snow is sensitive towards fscavsnow with PBDE209 having the strongest

sensitivity (S = 0.73). In zone 4, only the mass of the strongly particle-bound

PBDE209 is sensitive towards fscavsnow (S = 0.64).
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In zone 1, transfer to deep ice is the main loss process from surface ice for all

investigated chemicals (Figure 6.8 in section 6.2). Generally, the amount of

chemical in surface ice increases with decreasing v6deep. For the investigated

chemicals, the sensitivity towards v6deep increases with increasing KCa from HCB

(S = -0.55, Figure 7.1) to PBDE209 (S = -0.93, Figure 7.8).

Parameters which did not result in a sensitivity exceeding 0.1 for any of the

investigated chemicals include k7deg, k6deg, piœ (except for HCB in surface ice in

zone 1 where S = 0.18, Figure 7.1), SSAlce (except for PCB28 in surface ice in

zone 1 and snow in zone 2 where S = 0.17 and S = 0.52, Figure 7.2), fw_lce,

'oc_ice, 'oc_ice, UlA and DDrlce.

In the following paragraphs of section 7.1, calculated sensitivities are discussed

for the different investigated chemicals.

In zone 1, particle deposition is the main deposition pathway to surface ice for

HCB in season 1 (Figure 6.9 in section 6.2) whereas deposition to surface ice is

its main removal pathway (Figure 6.10 in section 6.2). Consequently, the mass

of HCB in surface ice is sensitive towards v36dp, fscavsnow and v6deep (Figure 7.1). The

amount of HCB in snow in zones 2 to 4 is very sensitive towards the f0c_snow and

decreases with decreasing f0c_snow In this case, less HCB is bound to particles in

snow and re-volatilization, the main removal pathway of HCB from snow in zones

2 to 4, increases. From zone 2 to zone 4, the decreasing sensitivity of the mass

of HCB in snow towards f0c_snow reflects the temperature dependence of K0A.

Overall, the mass of HCB found in snow or surface ice is less sensitive towards

snow and ice parameters than other investigated chemicals. This finding was

expected considering the low affinity of HCB for snow and ice.
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Figure 7.1: Sensitivity of the mass of HCB in snow in zone 2 to zone 4 and ice in zone

1 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1. For

simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

For the relatively volatile PCB28, masses in snow and surface ice are sensitive

towards parameters determining gaseous exchange processes including KCA, wpf,

jusa, Psnow, Psf SSA5now, SSAice and SSASF (Figure 7.2). Sensitivity towards KCA

increases with increasing latitude. This reflects the temperature dependence of

Kca and the increasing relative importance of vapor scavenging by snow from the

emission zone towards the North Pole. The foc_snow is an influential parameter for

the amount of PCB28 in snow in zones 2 to 4. The sensitivity towards this

parameter increases with increasing latitude showing the temperature

dependence of the K0A value. In zone 1, transfer to deep ice is the main removal

process for PCB28 from surface ice in season 1 (Figure 6.10 in section 6.2) which

is reflected in the sensitivity of its mass found in surface ice towards v6deep.
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Figure 7.2: Sensitivity of the mass of PCB28 in snow in zone 2 to zone 4 and ice in

zone 1 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1.

For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

The sensitivity of the mass of PCB153 in snow towards f0c_snow decreases from

zone 4 to zone 3. This is explained by the fact that in zone 4, changes in f0c_snow

act on two processes equally important for the removal of PCB153 from snow

(re-volatilization and melt water runoff, Figure 6.7 in section 6.1). In zone 4,

DDFsnow is an influential parameter for the amount of PCB153 in snow which is

explained by the fact that loss of PCB153 from snow through melt water runoff is

an important removal pathway in zone 4 and season 1. (Figure 6.7 section 6.1).

Transfer to deep ice is the main removal pathway of PCB 153 in surface ice in

zone 1 explaining the sensitivity of the amount of PCB153 in surface ice towards

Vôdeep
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Figure 7.3: Sensitivity of the mass of PCB153 in snow in zone 2 to zone 4 and ice in

zone 1 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1.

For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

For the mass of PCB180 found in surface ice in zone 1, v6deep is an essential

parameter (Figure 7.4). The reason for this is the relative importance of the

removal of PCB180 from surface ice by transfer to deep ice as described above

for HCB, PCB28 and PCB153. In zone 4, the mass of PCB180 found in snow is

sensitive towards f0c_snow and DDFsnow indicating the fact that removal with melt

water is the main loss process of PCB180 in snow in zone 4 (Figure 6.7, section

6.1). For the investigated PCBs, differences in the sensitivities of the mass in

snow towards f0c_snow reflects the fact that for the heavier PCBs, a change of

foc_snow results in a change of the amount of chemical removed by melt water

whereas for PCB28 re-volatilization from snow is affected.
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Figure 7.4: Sensitivity of the mass of PCB180 in snow in zone 2 to zone 4 and ice in

zone 1 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1.

For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

The mass of the volatile a-HCH in snow and surface ice in zones 1 to 4 is

sensitive towards input parameters governing gaseous exchange processes

including KCa, jusa, wpf, SSAsn0w and SSASf as well as psn0w and pSF (Figure 7.5). A

decrease in KCa and SSASf results in a decrease of a-HCH in snow in lower

latitudes (Figure 7.5). Consequently, the mass in air increases (Figure 7.13) and

so does transport to the North Pole and the amount of a-HCH in ice in zone 1.

Runoff with melt water is an important removal pathway of the rather water

soluble a-HCH in zone 3 and zone 4 in season 1. Consequently, fw_snow and

DDFsnow are influential input parameters for the mass of a-HCH in snow in these

zones. A decrease in these parameters results in a decrease of a-HCH in snow

because the decrease in melt water runoff is compensated by an increase in re-

volatilization. v6deep is an essential parameter for the mass of a-HCH found in

surface ice in zone 1 reflecting the importance of the removal of a-HCH from

surface ice by transfer to deep ice.
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Figure 7.5: Sensitivity of the mass of a-HCH in snow in zone 2 to zone 4 and ice in

zone 1 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1.

For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

The sensitivities plotted in Figure 7.6 for dacthal show a similar pattern as the

ones displayed for a-HCH in Figure 7.5. Input parameters describing gaseous

exchange processes are crucial parameters for the mass of dacthal in snow and

surfcae ice in zones 1 to 4. In zones 3 and 4, the mass of dacthal in snow is

additionally sensitive towards the fraction of water in snow and the degree-day

factor of snow. As for a-HCH, the reason for this is the importance of the removal

of dacthal from snow by melt water (Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.7 in section 6.1).

Different from a-HCH, the amount of dacthal in snow in zones 3 and 4 is

sensitive towards the volume fraction of organic carbon in snow. This reflects the

higher affinity of dacthal for organic matter when compared to a-HCH (Figure 4.4

in section 4.3). In zone 1, transfer to deep ice is the main removal process for

dacthal from surface ice in season 1 (Figure 6.10 in section 6.2) which is

reflected in the sensitivity of its mass found in surface ice towards v6deep-
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Figure 7.6: Sensitivity of the mass of dacthal in snow in zone 2 to zone 4 and ice in

zone 1 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1.

For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

PBDE47 has a high affinity for organic matter and particles (Figure 4.4 in section

4.3). Consequently, its mass in surface ice and snow in zones 1 to 4 is sensitive

towards input parameters governing particle deposition processes including v36dp,

fscavsnow and f0c_snow Additionally, in zone 4, the DDFsnow is an influential

parameter reflecting the fact that removal of PBDE47 from snow by melt water is

its main loss process from snow in this zone in season 1. Also for PBDE47,

transfer velocity to deep ice is an important input parameter for its mass found

in surface ice at the end of season 1.
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Figure 7.7: Sensitivity of the mass of PBDE47 in snow in zone 2 to zone 4 and ice in

zone 1 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1.

For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

Particle deposition is the main deposition pathway of PBDE209 to ice and snow in

zones 1 to 4 (Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 in section 6.1 and Figure 6.9 in section

6.2). Consequently, v36dp, v37dp and fSCavsnow are influential parameters for the

mass of PBDE209 in snow and ice in zones 1 to 4 (Figure 7.8). In zone 1,

transfer velocity to deep ice is an essential parameter for the mass of PBDE209

found in surface ice at the end of season 1 reflecting the importance of the

removal of PBDE209 from surface ice by transfer to deep ice. Generally, the

sensitivity of the mass of PBDE209 in ice and snow is not as strong as for other

investigated chemicals.
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Figure 7.8: Sensitivity of the mass of PBDE209 in snow in zone 2 to zone 4 and ice in

zone 1 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1.

For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

7.2 Sensitivity of the mass balance in other compartments

Figure 7.9 to Figure 7.15 show the sensitivities of the mass of compound

calculated for the non-cryosphere compartments. Generally, results obtained for

chemicals having a small affinity for snow and ice such as HCB and PCB28 or

having a high affinity for particles as PBDE209 are less sensitive towards input

parameters related to the parameterization of snow and ice than results obtained

for chemicals having a medium to high affinity for snow and ice such as PCB153,

PCB180, a-HCH, dacthal and PBDE47. Sensitivities shown for vegetation soil and

air reflect changes in mass fluxes between the cryosphere compartments and

these media caused by changes in snow and ice input parameters. Sensitivities in

vegetation and water reflect subsequent changes in mass fluxes between air and

these compartments.

The amount of HCB found in non-cryosphere compartments is not sensitive

towards snow and ice parameters (S < 0.1), except for the mass found in

vegetation-covered soil in zone 2 and zone 4 (Figure 7.9). The sensitivity toward

the f0c_snow in snow in zone 2 reflects the importance of storage of HCB in this

zone. In zone 4, melt water runoff is an important process for all investigated

chemicals, consequently, DDFsnow is an influential parameter.
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Figure 7.9: Sensitivity of the mass of HCB in non-cryosphere compartments in zone 1

to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1.

For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

In zone 2, the sensitivity of the mass of PCB28 found in air or vegetation-

covered soil reflects the role of snow as a transfer medium between those two

compartments (Figure 7.10). The wpf, juSa, and psn0w are parameters describing

the gaseous exchange between air and snow. These parameters have an indirect

influence on the mass of PCB28 in soil via storage of PCB28 in snow and

subsequent release to vegetation-covered soil.
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Figure 7.10: Sensitivity of the mass of PCB28 in non-cryosphere compartments in zone

1 to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table

7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

The mass of PCB153 in non-cryosphere compartments is sensitive towards a

wide range of snow and ice parameters, especially in zones 1 to 3 (Figure 7.11).

This reflects the fact that the dominant deposition and removal pathways to and

from snow or ice differ between zones as discussed in chapter 6. For air, and also

for vegetation-covered soil in zone 2, the sensitivity towards the organic carbon

content in snow is most important showing the role of snow as a temporary

storage compartment for PCB153. In addition, in zone 1, the amount of PCB153

in air and water is sensitive towards KCA, SSASF, fscavsnow and piCe-

foe

-0.1

-0.2
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Figure 7.11: Sensitivity of the mass of PCB153 in non-cryosphere compartments in

zone 1 to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in

Table 7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

Generally, the sensitivity pattern calculated for PCB180 (Figure 7.12) is similar to

the one discussed above for PCB153 which was to be expected given their similar

substance properties and fate in snow and ice. The sensitivities for PCB180 are

slightly higher than for PCB153, especially towards the f0c_snow This reflects its

higher K0A and KCA-
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Figure 7.12: Sensitivity of the mass of PCB180 in non-cryosphere compartments in

zone 1 to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in

Table 7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

The mass of a-HCH in air is highly sensitive towards KCa and psn0w (Figure 7.13)

two parameters determining wet gaseous deposition by snow and re-

volatilization from snow, respectively, which are both important processes for the

volatile a-HCH. In addition, for the amount of a-HCH in vegetation-covered soil,

DDFsnow is an influential parameter reflecting its relatively high water solubility.
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Figure 7.13: Sensitivity of the mass of a-HCH in non-cryosphere compartments in zone

1 to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table

7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.
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Figure 7.13 (continued): Sensitivity of the mass of a-HCH in non-cryosphere

compartments in zone 1 to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input

parameters listed in Table 7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are

presented in the plot.

Dacthal shows a fairly similar sensitivity towards snow and ice input parameters

(Figure 7.14) as a-HCH which is not surprising given their similar substance

properties. Transfer of dacthal from air to soil via snow melt removes it from the

atmosphere preventing deposition to vegetation. Changes in the importance of

this transfer process thus also affect the mass of dacthal in these media. This

example illustrates the complex interplay between processes linked to snow and

ice and processes within other compartments and explains the sensitivity of the

mass in a certain compartment towards input parameters that do not describe

processes directly linked to this compartment.
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Figure 7.14: Sensitivity of the mass of dacthal in non-cryosphere compartments in

zone 1 to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in

Table 7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

PBDE47 has a relatively high K0a value which is reflected by the sensitivity of the

amount of PBDE47 in non-cryosphere compartments towards fSC3,s„„.

Additionally, the fw_snow is an influential parameter for the mass of PBDE47 found
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in non-cryosphere compartments reflecting its relatively high solubility in melt

water (Figure 7.15).
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Figure 7.15: Sensitivity of the mass of PBDE47 in non-cryosphere compartments in

zone 1 to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in

Table 7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

The mass of PBDE209 in non-cryosphere compartments is highly sensitive

towards snow and ice parameters describing particle deposition from air to snow

or ice, especially towards fSCavsnow (Figure 7.16). The sensitivities of water and

vegetation reflect the fact that snow and ice block deposition to these media
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whereas the sensitivity of vegetation-covered soil shows the role of snow as a

storage medium for PBDE209.
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Figure 7.16: Sensitivity of the mass of PBDE209 in non-cryosphere compartments in

zone 1 to zone 4 at the end of season 1 towards selected input parameters listed in Table

7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.

7.3 Sensitivity of risk indicators

Figure 7.17 shows sensitivities of the risk indicators defined in chapter 2.4

towards selected input parameters listed in Table 7.2. Influential parameters for

the risk indicators of the investigated chemicals include the KCA, p\ce, SSASF,

foc_snow, v36DP and v6deeP- The latter is especially influential for calculation of the

persistence. The most sensitive risk indicator is the SR of dacthal which is

strongly sensitive towards KCA, p\ce and SSASF- Generally, risk indicators are less

sensitive towards input parameters than the mass of investigated chemicals

found in snow or ice and in non-cryosphere compartments.
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Figure 7.17: Sensitivity of risk indicators of investigated chemicals towards selected

input parameters listed in Table 7.1. For simplification only sensitivities exceeding 0.1

are presented in the plot.
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Figure 7.17 (continued): Sensitivity of risk indicators of investigated chemicals towards

selected input parameters listed in Table 7.1. For simplification only sensitivities

exceeding 0.1 are presented in the plot.
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8.1 Conclusion

Understanding the environmental fate of semi-volatile organic compounds

(SOCs) is of great importance because they are often toxic, persistent and are

transported over long distances. Snow and ice play an important role in altering

the occurrence of deposited SOCs to ecosystems in cold environments because

they cover large areas of the earth's surface. Furthermore, deposition of SOCs to

snow and ice in high altitudes and latitudes is favored by lower temperatures

that shift partitioning equilibrium of chemicals from gaseous to sorbed/dissolved

phases. This so called cold condensation effect may lead to the accumulation of

SOCs in cold environments (Scheringer et al., 2000). Additionally, falling snow

was found to be highly efficient in removing certain SOCs from the atmosphere

(Lei and Wania, 2004). This work contributes to the understanding of the

influence of snow and ice on the environmental fate of SOCs. Few modeling

studies are currently available on this subject, none of them analysing the effects

of the cryosphere on the global distribution of organic compounds. Here, we first

present a global multi-media fate model including snow and ice compartments.

The results confirm existing data and add information on the transfer and fate of

chemicals to and in snow and ice, respectively. Findings provide further insight

into the question of how snow and ice impact the fate of chemicals in other

media and the long-range transport and persistence of chemicals.

The role of snow and ice as transfer media, reservoirs and possible secondary

sources of accumulated SOCs has been discussed in literature (Daly and Wania,

2004; Halsall, 2004; Hansen et al., 2006). How efficiently SOCs are transported

or retained in snow and ice depends on the combination of the transfer and fate

of chemicals to and in these media. For the investigated chemicals, the particle-

bound fraction of chemicals in air, cpair, the snow flake-air partition coefficient,

Ksfa, the snow-melt water partition coefficient, KSMw, the degradation rate

constant in air, k3deg, and the average air temperature are the key parameters

determining the relative importance of these processes and consequently the

accumulation of SOCs in snow and ice. In Arctic regions with low average air

temperature, snow and especially ice are important long-term storage
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compartments for SOCs, mainly for chemicals having a low q>air value, a relatively

low k3deg and/or a high KSfa such as a-HCH or HCB. In lower latitudes, due to

elevated average air temperatures, snow is an important short-term storage

compartment and a major transfer medium taking up chemicals from air and

releasing them to soil or water. This is particularly relevant for chemicals having

a small q>air value, a high KSFa and a low KSMw such as a-HCH and dacthal.

It has been shown in the work presented here that snow and ice affect short-

term and long-term trends of SOCs in other environmental media. Besides

storage and transfer of contaminants from air to soil, "repulsion" back into air

and blocking of underlying surface media have important implications for the

overall fate of SOCs, even for those that have a small affinity for snow and ice

such as HCB or PCB28. The importance of the different effects varies for different

chemicals and for different regions of the globe. Therefore, especially in the case

of ice and snow, a global distribution model reflecting different effects in different

latitudinal zones is an essential tool for the analysis of the global environmental

fate and long-range transport of SOCs.

Environmental fate models are an important tool in chemical hazard and risk

assessment. A particular aspect is the calculation of indicators for long-range

transport and persistence of chemicals. An adequate description of the

environment and the processes included therein is therefore important. In this

study, it was shown, that the inclusion of snow and ice alters the risk indicators

calculated in CHMoChem. Additionally, in lower latitudes, snowmelt leads to

elevated concentrations of organic contaminants in soil and water. Chemical risk

assessment based on models not including snow and ice ignore this possible

peak concentration and may underestimate exposure in soil and water in snow-

covered lower latitudes.

In the sensitivity analysis, transfer velocity to deep ice, degree-day factor in

snow and organic carbon content in snow were identified as the most influential

input parameters for the model output. They are crucial parameters determining

the role of snow and ice as storage or transfer media. The sensitivity of the basic

model output towards snow and ice parameters depends on the substance

properties of the chemical and reflects its main deposition and removal pathways

to and from snow and ice, respectively. Chemicals that show different deposition

and removal pathways in different zones are thus sensitive towards a wide range
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of input parameters whereas chemicals deposited or removed by one dominant

pathway are sensitive towards few parameters. Generally, the sensitivity of the

basic model output towards snow and ice parameters is stronger than the

sensitivity of the risk indicators calculated therefrom.

There are certain limitations to the investigation of the influence of snow and ice

on the global distribution and transport of chemicals with CHMoChem. First, the

temporal and spatial resolutions are too low to account for relatively fast and/or

local changes in snow properties including specific surface area and density of

snow or the volume fraction of water in snow. Peak concentrations in air or

terrestrial environments as described in the modeling studies by Daly and Wania

(2004) or Hansen et al. (2006) are therefore not observed in CHMoChem.

Generally, local and rapid variation of wind speed or of snow properties including

changes of pressure, temperature and water content of snow or changes related

to daytime surface melting followed by night time freezing, cannot be modeled in

the current version of CHMoChem. The relatively low spatial and temporal

resolutions also hamper the implementation of a dynamic water balance in line

with the model presented by Daly and Wania (2004). Second, all compartments

are assumed to be homogenous. Consequently, it is not possible to distinguish

between different snow or ice layers without additionally implementing them as

separate compartments. Concentration profiles for chemicals in snow and ice as

measured in refs. (Herbert, 2005b; Hermanson, 2005) thus cannot by displayed

in CHMoChem. Third, the model geometry of the present CHMoChem version does

not allow for longitudinal resolution. Consequently, in a specific latitudinal zone,

interfaces between tropospheric air and snow or ice and between tropospheric air

and non-cryosphere compartments are characterized by the same air

temperature. Especially for warmer zones in lower latitudes, air temperature

averaged from Legates and Willmott (1990) may be too high to adequately

represent real conditions in cold environments in these zones. In consequence,

the mass of chemical in the gaseous phase and the amount of melt water

calculated in the model are too large when compared to real environmental

conditions. Fourth, CHMoChem does not contain a mountainous region.

Therefore, it is not possible to investigate the influence of snow and ice on the

fate of chemicals in alpine ecosystems with the current model version (Wegmann

et al., 2006).
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8.2 Outlook and future activities

The description of the snow and ice compartments and the environmental

processes related to these media need further refinements. Deep ice deposition

was found to be influential for the fate of chemicals in the environment. Further

work may focus on improving description and parameterization of this process.

The influence of snow covering ice should also be included in future work

investigating the role of ice as a storage medium. For chemicals having an

affinity for particles, particle-bound storage in snow is important. A better

characterization of particle properties may also add important information on this

process (Götz et al., 2007). The suitability of existing more specific runoff models

implemented in CHMoChem has be checked. They may allow for a better

quantification of melt water runoff. Future work may add information on

parameter uncertainty to the results obtained in the sensitivity analysis by

establishing the possibility to perform Monte Carlo analysis with CHMoChem,

which is not possible with the current model version.

Relatively volatile chemicals having a high affinity for snowflakes such as a-HCH

are filtered from the atmosphere and, in the case of rapid snowmelt, transferred

to the underlying surface. This filter effect has also been observed for forests.

Nizzetto et al. (2006) found that forests significantly enhance the deposition of

PCBs to soil and that this effect is controlled by temperature, leaf dynamics and

the chemicals octanol-air partition coefficient. This effect was also observed by

Su and Wania (2005) investigating the forest filter effect in a global distribution

model for three different PCBs. They found the effect to be sensitive to

deposition velocities, forest density and environmental half-lives of chemicals.

Wegmann et al. (2004) additionally observed that high soil organic carbon

content contributes to reduced transport of DDT from source regions at lower

latitudes to the Arctic. Future studies may combine investigations on the

influence of forests and of snow and ice on the overall fate and long-range

transport of organic compounds in the environment.

Model validation based on the comparison of modeled and measured

concentrations in snow and ice is important. So far, measurements of

contaminants in snow and ice have concentrated on local areas and few

compounds. Additionally, there are few studies on global long-term emissions of
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organic compounds (Breivik et al., 2002a and 2002b; Li, 1999; Li et al., 2004).

Nevertheless, current work on emission inventories and ongoing measurement

campaigns support the goal of better model validation. Further work may

concentrate on the comparison of organic compounds measured in snow or ice

cores and modeled trends of chemicals in Arctic regions. However, ice and snow

core data have to be carefully analyzed because compounds may re-volatilize

subsequent to deposition with snowfall. Consequently, chemicals with higher

affinity for snow and ice may be enriched when compared to more volatile

compounds with less affinity for these media. Herbert et al. (2006b) discussed

the pro and cons of the interpretation of ice and snow core records. They

concluded that for chemicals with sufficiently low volatility, ice and snow

concentrations may give quantitative estimates of deposition fluxes but that for

volatile chemicals measured concentrations in snow and ice may be largely

underestimated thus providing only qualitative indications of trends.

There is growing concern about SOCs present in mountain regions due to their

potential adverse impact on alpine ecosystems and humans livings in high

altitude regions. The monitoring network in the alpine region for persistent and

other organic pollutants (MONARPOP) is only one example for the increasing

interest in quantifying and identifying SOCs present in alpine regions. In their

comprehensive review on organic contaminants in mountains, Daly and Wania

(2005) hypothesized that high rates of snow deposition in mid and high latitude

mountain areas may lead to a large contaminant release during snowmelt. The

implementation of snow and ice in a global multi-media model and the results

presented here serve as a basis for modeling snow and ice in alpine ecosystems

in order to better understand the fate of these chemicals in high altitudes and to

assess the risk stemming from alpine contamination with SOCs.
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Degradation in air and wet deposition from air to the underlying surface

described in Scheringer et al. (2000) and Wegmann et al. (2004) were modified

to represent field conditions more accurately because they are important

processes when assessing the LRT potential of chemicals in air (Beyer et al.,

2000; Muiretal. 2004).

Al.l Implementation of a new data set to describe the OH radical

concentration in air

Al.l.l Introduction and approach

Degradation is an important process determining the environmental fate of

chemicals. Therefore, it is crucial to have a good estimate of the parameters

describing this process. This is especially true for the degradation in air because

in this compartment, chemicals are subject to LRT.

In several studies investigating the global partitioning of chemicals, atmospheric

degradation is mentioned as a process which could be responsible for the

difference between modelled and measured concentrations (Hermanson, 2005;

Muir et al., 2003). In these studies, tropospheric hydroxyl c radical concentration

was identified to be an important factor in determining the environmental fate of

SOCs (Spivakovsky et al., 2000). In the following, the influence of different OH

radical scenarios on the amount of chemicals in air is investigated with the

CliMoChem model.

In CliMoChem, the degradation process in air is described by a second-order rate

constant with respect to the OH radical concentration:

^^ = -(l-O^3deB-c0ff-c3(0 Al-1

where c3 is the chemical's concentration in air [kg/m3], c0H is the concentration

of the OH radicals in air [molecules/cm3], k*3deg is the second order degradation
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rate constant [cm3molecules"1d"1] and t the time [d]. cpair is the particle-bound

fraction in air calculated as described in Scheringer et al. (2000). Because the

degradation rate constants are temperature dependent, they have to be adjusted

for every season and every zone according to the activation energy of the

substance's degradation reaction as described in equation 4-1 and section 4.3.

In the original CliMoChem version (version 0), the modeler has the choice

between two OH radical scenarios including either calculations with a constant

OH radical concentration (7.5-105 molecules-cm3) (scenario 0.1) or with a

temperature dependent concentration (scenario 0.2). For the latter, the OH

radical concentration is derived from temperature in each zone according to

equation Al-2 proposed by Beyer et al. (2003) formula which assumes a

constant OH radical concentration as soon as the average air temperature, Tairr

drops below 0°C. In CliMoChem, average air temperature is derived from data by

Legates et al. (1990) and aggregated as described in section 2.2.

cOff=105*[0.5 + 0.4*(7;r-273.15)] Al-2

In this work, a third scenario for the parameterization of the OH-radical

concentration was added to the two scenarios described above. The new scenario

is based on a study by Spivakovsky et al. (2000). The data set includes monthly

values for global distribution of tropospheric OH computed from temperature

measurements as well as from observed distributions of 03, H20, NOt (N02 + NO

+ 2N205 + N03 + HN02 + HNO4), CO, hydrocarbons and cloud optical depth. This

data set has a spatial resolution of 10° in longitudinal direction and 8° in

latitudinal direction, except at the poles where the longitudinal resolution is 5°

(data points at 84° and 89° north and south, respectively). In the vertical

direction the data is calculated at 9 pressure levels (200, 300, 500, 700, 800,

900 and 1000 hPa). The temporal resolution is 1 month.

The data had to be aggregated in order to be in line with CHMoChem's model

geometry. Because the model has no resolution in east west direction, a mean

latitudinal value was calculated. In addition, an average value for the different

pressure levels was derived. To this end, mean OH-radical concentrations

between two pressure levels were weighted with the mean air-density and the

height difference between the two levels. The resulting input file with a temporal

resolution of 12 month and a spatial resolution of 180 latitudinal degrees is then
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read by the model and further aggregated depending on the number of seasons

and zones chosen by the modeler. Figure Al.l shows the resulting concentration

distribution for a total number of 10 latitudinal zones and 4 seasons (Season 1

lasts from January to March; zone 1 is at the North Pole and zone 10 at the

South Pole).
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Figure Al.l: OH-radical concentration averaged from Legates et al. (1990) for a total

number of 10 zones and 4 seasons.

The three scenarios investigated in this chapter are thus:

Scenario 0.1:

Scenario 0.2:

Scenario 1:

constant OH radical concentration of 7.5-105 molecules/cm3.

temperature dependent OH radical concentration according to

equation Al-2.

OH radical concentration based on the data set of Spivakovsky et

al. (2000).

Figure Al.2 shows a comparison of the zonal and seasonal OH radical

concentration trends obtained for the three scenarios. At the North Pole, scenario

1 yields much higher OH radical concentrations during north spring and summer

(season 2 and 3) than the values obtained in scenario 0.2 whereas during north

fall and winter (season 1 and 4) the situation is the other way around but

absolute concentration differences are much smaller than in spring and summer.

At the South Pole, scenario 1 results in higher OH radical concentrations in south
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summer and fall (season 1 and season 4). In south winter and spring (season 2

and season 3), concentration differences are small between scenario 0.2 and

scenario 1. At both Poles, scenario 0.1 results in the highest OH radical

concentration in all seasons. At the equator, the three scenarios show a large

difference in the OH-radical concentration. Scenario 0.1 yields the lowest and

scenario 1 the highest OH radical concentration. OH radical concentration

calculated in scenario 0.2 lies in between the ones of scenario 0.1 and scenario

1. Generally, OH radical concentrations calculated in scenario 0.2 and scenario 1

show the same trends but for certain zones and certain points of times, scenario

1 yields much higher OH radical concentrations.

Season 1 Season 2

O

E
2 3 4

Zone number

9 10 2 3 4 5

Zone number

Season 3 Season 4

O

I

O

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Zone number

OH-radical concentration -

9 10 2345678 9 10

Zone number

Scenario 0 1 Scenario 0 1 Scenario 1

Figure A1.2: Comparison of the three different scenarios for the parameterization of

the OH-radical concentration in CliMoChem for a total number of 10 zones and 4

seasons.

The results presented in the following section are based on calculations with the

original CliMoChem version described in chapter 2 (version 0) for the three

different scenarios defined above. The influence of the three scenarios on model

outputs are investigated for different chemicals having different degradation

rates in air including HCB, PCB28 and PCB153. Substance properties of these

chemicals are listed in chapter 4. Results were calculated for a single pulse

emission into air in zone 3 released at the beginning of the first simulation
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season. The model was run for 60 seasons (15 years) at a spatial resolution of

10 zones and a temporal resolution of 4 seasons. For the three scenarios, the

interpretation of the results focuses on the analysis of the mass of chemicals in

air during the first four seasons after the pulse release.

Al.1.2 Results and discussion

For HCB, the three scenarios do not show significantly different trends in air in

the first simulation season (Figure A1.3). In season 2 to 4, calculation with

scenario 1 results in a smaller amount of HCB in air when compared to the other

two scenarios. For PCB28 which has a relatively low half-life in air, trends in

season 1 reflect the differences of the OH radical concentration in air in the

emission zone where scenario 0.1 has the highest and scenario 0.2 the lowest

OH radical concentration in air (Figure A1.4). Consequently, the mass of PCB28

is highest in scenario 0.2 and lowest in scenario 0.1. In season 4, absolute

differences of the amount of PCB28 between the three scenarios become smaller

when compared to the first three seasons of simulation. For PCB153, scenario 1

results in lower amounts of PCB153 in air when compared to the other two

scenarios in all seasons (Figure A1.5). For all three chemicals, the difference of

the amount of chemical in air between the three scenarios is most pronounced

around the equator whereas differences in the OH radical concentration of the

three scenarios around the South Pole do not result in significant absolute

differences of the mass in air found for the three investigated chemicals in the

southernmost zones. Generally, for chemicals having relatively long half-lives in

air such as HCB and PCB153, the temporal and spatial trends of the amount of

chemical in air follow the trends of the OH radical concentration. For chemicals

having relatively short half-lives such as PCB28 in air trends in air rather reflect

OH radical concentration in the emission zone.
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Figure Al.3: Mass in air for a total number of 10 zones obtained with the three OH

radical concentration scenarios for HCB during the first four seasons of simulation.
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Figure A1.4: Mass in air for a total number of 10 zones obtained with the three OH

radical concentration scenarios for PCB28 during the first four seasons of simulation.
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Figure A1.5: Mass in air for a total number of 10 zones obtained with the three OH

radical concentration scenarios for PCB153 during the first four seasons of simulation.

A1.2 Implementation of a temporal and spatial resolved

precipitation velocity

Al.2.1 Introduction and approach

In the original CHMoChem version described in chapter 2 (version 0),

precipitation velocity has a constant value of 2.33-10"3 m/d (Mackay and

Paterson, 1991). At the equator and over the ocean, real precipitation velocities

are much higher (Figure A1.6). Consequently, transport in air may be

overestimated for relatively water soluble chemicals. Therefore, the constant

precipitation velocity used in the original version of the model was substituted for

a temporally and spatially varying rain velocity averaged from global

precipitation rates documented by Huffman et al. (2001). The data include 1° by

1° gridded values of monthly precipitation velocities and are first aggregated in

longitudinal direction resulting in a vector including 180 entries, one for each

latitude. Then, monthly data are averaged to obtain seasonal values. The

seasonal data are aggregated to zone-specific values (Figure A1.6).
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Figure A1.6: Seasonal and zone-specific precipitation velocities [m/d] for 10

latitudinal zones averaged from data in Huffman et al. (2001). (Season 1 lasts from

January to March; zone 1 is at the North Pole and zone 10 at the South Pole).

Calculations were computed for two scenarios:

Scenario O: constant precipitation velocity of 2.33-10"3 m/d.

Scenario 1: seasonal and zone-specific precipitation velocities averaged from

data in Huffman et al. (2001).

Calculations were performed with the original CHMoChem version (version 0).

The influence of the two scenarios on model outputs is investigated for different

chemicals having different air-water partition coefficients, KAW, including HCB,

PCB180 and a-HCH. Substance properties of these chemicals are listed in chapter

4. Results were calculated for a single pulse emission into air in zone 3 released

at the beginning of the first simulation season. The model was run for 60

seasons (15 years) at a spatial resolution of 10 zones and a temporal resolution

of 4 seasons. The interpretation of the results focuses on the comparison of the

mass of chemicals in air during the first four seasons after the pulse release

calculated for the two scenarios.

Al.2.2 Results and discussion

For all investigated chemicals, scenario 1 results in a higher amount of chemical

in air in the northern- and southernmost zones (Figure A1.7) reflecting the

different trends in precipitation velocity between scenario 0 and scenario 1

(Figure A1.6) in these zones. For PCB180, scenario 1 results in a smaller amount

of PCB180 in air in zones around the equator when compared to scenario 1. This

effect is less pronounced for a-HCH.
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Figure Al.7: Mass in air in scenario 0 divided by the mass in air in scenario 1 for a

total number of 10 zones obtained with the two rain scenarios for HCB, PCB180 and

a-HCH during the first four seasons of simulation.

A1.3 Implementation of intermittent rain

Al.3.1 Introduction and approach

Rain is treated as a continuous process in the original CliMoChem version. This

may cause overestimation of the substance removal from the atmosphere by wet

deposition (Jolliet and Hauschild, 2005). Therefore, two limits were introduced in

CliMoChem; an upper limit for the wet gaseous deposition rate constant and a

lower limit for the minimal residence time of chemicals in air. In the original

model versions, the rate constant for wet gaseous deposition [d"1], kwg, is

calculated by:
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k = v
wg ram

_L 1_
K h

Al-3

where vram is the precipitation velocity [m/d], KAW the air-water partition

coefficient and h3 is the height of the tropospheric air compartment [m].

For a hypothetical chemical with a KAW of 10"8, equation A1.3 results in a kwg

value of 2.60 10"2 d"1. This equals a residence time in air of 37 minutes27. Thus,

for chemicals having a very low KAW such as atrazine (KAW 1.1 10"7) or alachlor

{KAW 2.6 10"7), the assumption of instantaneous equilibrium between air and

raindrops may result in an unrealistically fast wet gaseous deposition rate

constant. Therefore, it has to be taken into account that there is a kinetic limit to

the rate of wet gaseous deposition. This limit is defined by the maximum volume

of water to which a chemical has access to during a rain event. This limit is

determined by the volume fraction of water in air during a rain event and is

equal to the lowest possible value of KAW during a precipitation event (Jolliet and

Hauschild, 2005). Consequently, the calculation of vapor scavenging by rain in

CliMoChem has been modified as proposed by Jolliet and Hausschild (2005):

k =

1 1

WS Vim'KAW+VPIVA\
A1.4

The upper limit of kwg and the graphical interpretation of equation A1.4 are

shown in Figure A1.8.

Figure A1.8: Graphical interpretation of equation A1.4.

27
assuming vram = 2.33-10 m/d and hair = 6000 m
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The term VP/VA defines the volume fraction of water in air during a rain event

and is calculated by:

P
_

vram wet dry

A drop wet

A1.5

where vdrop is the drop velocity of falling water droplets (6.05 105 m/d (Jolliet and

Hausschild (2005)), twet is the average duration of a precipitation event

(assumed to last 0.5 days) and tdry is the time between rain events obtained

from a database published by New et al. (1999). Figure Al.9 shows the seasonal

values of tdry for 10 latitudinal zones and 4 seasons. For a chemical having a KAW

of 10"8, the modified kwg value is 1.72 d"1 which results in a mean residence time

in air of 0.5 days28.
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Figure A1.9: Days between rain events averaged from data in New et al. (1999).

(Season 1 lasts from January to March; zone 1 is at the North Pole and zone 10 at the

South Pole).

Besides the limitation described above, there is a lower limit to the minimum

residence time of chemicals in air [d], Ta/rm/n. Figure ALIO illustrates the

calculation of Ta/rm/n. If a chemical is released during the wet period, its average

residence time in air is assumed to be zero and Ta/rm/n is given by:

dry dry

2 \twet+tdiy)
A1.6

28
assuming vrain = 2.33-10"3 m/d, hair = 6000 m and tdry = 17 days
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Figure Al.10: Residence time in air during dry and wet periods, if complete removal

from air during rain events is assumed.

Thus, the upper limit for the total wet deposition29 rate constant [d"1], kwtotai, is:

ktt,=—-^—^ A1.7
wtotal

dry dry

Assuming an average tdry of 17 days, a vram of 2.33-10"3 m/d and a hair of 6000

m, equation A1.7 results in a kwtotai of 0.12 d"1 and a Tairmm of 8.3 days.

In CHMoChem, the total wet deposition rate constant is calculated from the sum

of the wet particle and wet gaseous deposition rate constant. The latter modified

as described in equation A1.4. For a specific chemical, the calculated total

deposition rate constant is always limited by kwtotai. Consequently, in this case,

the wet deposition rate constant is independent from substance properties. The

ratio of wet particle deposition to wet gaseous deposition is kept constant when

replacing the calculated total wet deposition rate constant by kwtotai.

Calculations were performed for two scenarios:

Scenario 0: rain is treated as a continuous process.

Scenario 1: rain is treated as an intermittent process.

The original model (version 0) was applied to perform calculations for both

scenarios. The influence of the two different rain descriptions on model outputs is

investigated for the two pesticides a-HCH and dacthal. Their substance properties

are listed in chapter 4. Results were calculated for a single pulse emission into air

in zone 3 released at the beginning of the first simulation season. The model was

Total wet deposition is defined as the sum of wet particle and wet gaseous deposition.
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run for 60 seasons (15 years) at a spatial resolution of 10 zones and a temporal

resolution of 4 seasons. The interpretation of the results focuses on the

comparison of the mass of chemicals in air during the first four seasons after the

pulse release calculated for the two scenarios.

Al.3.2 Results and discussion

The inclusion of intermittent rain in model calculations results in higher amounts

of a-HCH and dacthal in air in scenario 1 reflecting the smaller amount of

chemical deposited by wet deposition in scenario 1. The impact of scenario 1 is

most pronounced in the northernmost and southernmost zones reflecting the

temperature dependence of KAW.
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Figure Al.ll: Mass in air in scenario 0 divided by the mass in air in scenario 1 for a total

number of 10 zones obtained with continuous and intermittent rain for a-HCH and

dacthal during the first four seasons of simulation.
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Al.4 Conclusion

All three modifications showed an impact on temporal and spatial trends of the

investigated chemicals in air. They were implemented in the version 0 of

CliMoChem described in chapter 2 because they are either based on

measurements as it is the case for the OH radical concentration or the rain

velocity or because they represent real processes more adequately as it is the

case for intermittent rain. This new model version is referred to as CliMoChem

version 1.
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A2.1 Abbreviations

A Interface

ACP Arctic contamination potential

a-HCH a-hexachlorocyclohexane

AMAP Arctic monitoring assessment programme

ATSDR Agency for toxic substances and disease registry

c Concentration

°C Degree Celcius

CC Cold condensation quotient

CliMoChem Climate zone model for chemicals

CoZMo-POP Coastal zone model for persistent organic pollutants

CTD Characteristic travel distance

d Day

DDF Degree-day factor

DDT Dichlordiphenyltrichlorethan

e Exposure

EU European Union

F Mass flux

H20 Water

HCB Hexachlorobenzene

IARC International agency for research on cancer

K Kelvin

kg Kilogram

L Litre

LRT Long-lange transport

M Mass

m Meter

m2 Square meter

m3 Cubic meter

mg Milligram

03 Ozone

OH Hydroxyl

P Persistence

PBDE Polybrominated diphenyl ether

PCB Polychlorinated biphenyl

POP Persistent organic pollutant

pp-LFER Poly-parameter linear free energy relationship

R Universal gas constant

S Sensitivity

SOC Semi-volatile organic compound

SR Spatial range

SSA Specific surface area

T Temperature

t time

V Volume

WHO World Health Organisation
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A2.2 Indices

1 Bare soil compartment

2 Oceanic surface water compartment

3 Tropospheric air compartment

4 Vegetation-covered soil compartment

5 Vegetation compartment

6 Surface ice compartment

7 Snow compartment

A Air

C Cryosphere

i Specific zone

j Specific compartment

I Specific process

MW Melt water

O Octanol

OC Organic carbon

P Particle

S Snow

SF Snow flake

W Water

x Specific chemical

A2.3 Substance parameters

EA Arrhenius activation energy

kldeg Degradation rate constants in bare soil

k2deg Degradation rate constants in water

k3deg Degradation rate constants in air

k4deg Degradation rate constants in vegetation-covered soil

k5deg Degradation rate constants in vegetation

k6deg Degradation rate constant in ice

k7deg Degradation rate constant in snow

KAi Air-ice bulk partition coefficient

KAs Air-snow bulk partition coefficient

KAw Air-water partition coefficient

Kca Cryosphere-air partition coefficient

Kca* Dimensionless cryosphere-air partition coefficient

Khexair Hexadecane-air partition coefficient

Km Interfacial adsorption coefficient on the liquid water surface

KMWI Bulk partition coefficient between ice and ice melt water

KMWS Bulk partition coefficient between snow and snow melt water

Koa Octanol-air partition coefficient

Kpa Particle-air partition coefficient

KSFA Snowflake-air partition coefficient

KSoA Soil-air partition coefficient

Ksw Soil-water partition coefficient

KVA Vegetation-air partition coefficient

AHIA Enthalpy of sorption for the liquid water surface
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AUA

àUAW

AUo

AUow

AUW

Energy of phase transfer between sub-cooled liquid and gas phase

Energies of phase transfer between air and water

Energy of phase exchange for the dissolution of the pure liquid into the

octanol phase

Energies of phase transfer between octanol and water

Energy of phase exchange for the dissolution of the pure liquid into the water

phase

A2.4 Model parameters

DA

DAeff

DDFlce

LJLJ'snow

Dw

Dweff

>A_ice

'A_snow

'OC_ice

'OC_snow

fp_air

'scavsnow

f\M_ice

'W_snow

h3

h6

h7

l<36dg

l<36dp

K36wg

K36wp

l<37dg

^37dp

K37wg

K37wp

k-63rev

Kßdeep

^6jmeltw

^73rev

^7jmeltw

Kwg

Kwtotal

-J-J/^snow

ssasf

r

tdry

twet

V36dp

V37dp

Vßdeep

Diffusivities in air

Effective diffusivity in air

Ice degree-day factor

Snow degree-day factor

Diffusivities in water

Effective diffusivity in water

Volume fraction of air in ice

Volume fraction of air in snow

Volume fraction of organic carbon in ice

Volume fraction of organic carbon in snow

Particle fraction in air

Snow particle scavenging ratio

Volume fraction of water in ice

Volume fraction of water in snow

Height of the tropospheric air compartment

Ice depth

Snow depth

Diffusion rate constant from air to ice

Dry particle deposition rate to ice

Wet gaseous deposition rate constant to ice

Wet particle deposition rate constant to ice

Diffusion rate constant from air to snow

Dry particle deposition rate to snow

Wet gaseous deposition rate constant to snow

Wet particle deposition rate constant to snow

Diffusion rate constant from ice to air

Rate constant for the transfer of chemicals from surface ice to deep ice

Ice melt water runoff rate constant

Diffusion rate constant from snow to air

Snow melt water runoff rate constant

Wet gaseous deposition rate constant

Total wet deposition rate constant

Specific ice surface area

Specific snow surface area

Specific snow flake surface area

Positive air temperature

Time between rain events

Average duration of a precipitation event

Dry particle deposition velocity air to ice

Dry particle deposition velocity air to snow

Transfer velocity to deep ice
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Vmelt_ice Melt water run off velocity from ice

Vmelt_snow
Melt water run off velocity from snow

V
ram Precipitation velocity

wpf Wind pumping factor

ax Summation of the electron donor characteristics of a chemical

ßx Summation of the electron acceptor characteristics of a chemical

'Jice Ice porosity

yjsnow Snow porosity

f^A_pore
Resistance of the air filled pore space in snow or ice

ftlA Air-over-ice resistance

Msa Air-over-snow resistance

f-l W_pore
Resistance of the water filled pore space in snow or ice

P ice
Ice density at 273.15 K

Pice Ice density

pp Density of atmospheric particles

Psnow Snow density

PSF Snow flake density

^airmax Maximal residence time of chemicals in air

<Pair Particle-bound fraction in air
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